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Cover: Jeffrey Wolin. Rena Grynblat, b. 1926, Warsaw, Poland,
toned gelatin silver print with marker, ed. of 6, 16 x 20 inches.
Courtesy Catherine Edelman Gallery.
Back Cover: Angela Kelly. Mother's Day Disaster: Livingroom, 1
black and white mural photograph, approximately 41.5 x 42.5
inches.
These photographs are from two separate solo exhibits now at
VU. Rena Grynblat is from an exhibit of photographic portraits of
holocaust survivors as they are living their lives today. The portraits incorporate handwritten excerpts of each person's horrific
memories. Wolin has been working on this project since 1990
photographing more than forty survivors from Florida,
Indianapolis, and Chicago/ Skokie.
Mother's Day Disaster: Livingroom is from an installation of photocollage murals entitled "Domestic DisComfort." In these murals
Kelly utilizes snapshots of members of her Irish family. Kelly
writes, "In March of 1988, my parents, Patrick and Mary and my
sister's ten year old daughter, Sarah, died in an accidental fire in
our family home. I began to examine my family album afresh to
look for clues in connection to my past history. Many of the
images that I have constructed about this event were made in a
state of profound shock and in deep mourning. The finality of
that loss still lingers."
The Cresset

INLUCETUA

The Better Part
In the changes resulting from elections and policy
decisions, whether we listen to State of the Union messages
or other descriptions of management prioritizing, we hear
a lot of language about choices past and choices to come.
Most of the public world does not turn to Biblical texts to
learn more about the world around us, but for Cresset
readers it may be good to read with and through a familiar
story about choices. The story of Mary and Martha in
Luke, specifically Jesus' words to Martha-that Mary had
chosen the better part-might give us new ways to see our
situations. For our atmosphere , locally and nationally,
seems charged with a sense that some judgment has been
made on the choices of those who have "lost. " Those who
chose wrong are put on notice. Our time is over, we 've
had our chance and messed up. Others will take over and
correct the mess, others who have chosen the better part.
At the moment I see Martha as the example of a
person who thought she had understood what was
required of her. I assume that because Jesus was in her
house (and it is her house, we are told, so she had considerable stature) she must have been a good woman, interested in religious life both in private and public senses. The
value system she espoused included a duty of hospitality
that bordered on, indeed participated in the sacred. Her
duty and her delight was to run a household in which a
guest was honored and cared for as if one were to entertain an angel. To feed and cosset a guest was to recognize
the very heart of one's own religious history, since it was to
remember and sacralize Israel's "guest status" in Egypt. So
bustling about the kitchen ("distracted with much serving") was not simply engaging in a contest to win the
Martha-Stewart-Outrageously-Extravagant-Hospitality Award. It was to have found the opportunity to practice
the essence of one's vocation.
And then she hears, from the very source from which
she expected support for her position, that she is wrong.
She has misunderstood the terms. Now, suddenly, not
doing the obligations of hospitality is the better part. I am
trying, as I think about this story and the multiple things it
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can be about, to see Martha as an example of how to deal
with those terribly wrenching times when we are
informed-roughly or gently-that our sense of values, our
priorities, our choices about the relation between self and
activity, are just not the right ones.
I wish that Luke had given us the next scene. Because
I want to know how she coped. Of course it is true that her
word of judgment came from Jesus, so we are in a sense disposed to think that this must have made it easier. Hearing
the word that says, "Your choices were wrong and unsuccessful" from just anyone makes the painful experience of
reassesment fraught not only with regret but also with
ambiguity. Ought we to change? Can we change? What if
our very heart denies and rejects those demanded
changes? One very understandable response is anger.
Another is despair.
I imagine that dinner was served, back in Bethany.
And the reason I think so is founded in another story about
Martha, this one from John's gospel. This is the familiar
story of the raising of Lazarus, in which Martha gives her
astonishing and forthright confession of faith, saying to
Jesus, "I believe that you are the Christ, the Son of God, he
who is coming into the world." Then, John reports, "When
she had said this, she went and called her sister Mary, saying
quietly, 'The Teacher is here and is calling for you,' " whereupon they both return to the tomb where Jesus raises their
brother. This little clue about Martha's character- her generous invitation of her sister into the limelight of this miracle
story- allows me to imagine how Martha dealt with the challenge to her choices.
Those of us who feel-whether in the arena of public
affairs, or the more restricted environment of university policies-that the rules have been changed, and that our choices
about values have been judged and found wanting, find the
temptations to anger and despair real temptations. It is
almost unbearably hard to recognize that you have lost in the
struggles over whose values will determin~ the way things are
done. Do not misunderstand me. I am not equating regnant
Republicanism with Jesus' words to Martha about the good3

ness of listening to his teaching. I want to think about and
describe the qualities that allow us to do well in the face of the
rejection of our deeply-held convictions. Some may feel that
in losing elections, for example, they have lost even their
access to the kitchen. Having the means to serve is important,
and worth a struggle to continue to have. But Martha's best
lessons may be her patience and generosity, her willingness to
accept the challenges to her values without rancor.
Her last appearance in the gospels comes a little later in
John, where in 12:2, just six days before the Passover, "There
they made him a supper; Martha served, and Lazarus was one
of those at table with him." The main thing, of course, is that
the food gets to the table. If we keep our eyes on that, on the
possibilities for feeding and nourishing others, on the tasks of
welcoming and comforting and cleaning and healing, then
some of the anger and despair must be mitigated. In the kingdom of God, the amazing grace is not that the formerly dead
attend dinner parties, but that those whose service has been
rebuked continue to serve, without slamming the doors. I'd
rather have Martha's capacity for that than her recipe for hummus.

0

Recently I was asked to be a guest at a sister institution in
Indiana, where the object was to discuss, for an audience of
administrators and faculty, some features of being a senior faculty person. I was to pay special attention to questions of mentaring, choosing colleagues, hiring, promotion meetings, and
the like. The more I thought, the more I felt that faculty are
not very forthcoming about their real requirements for departmental "fit," for instance. We are quick to promote the virtue
of loyalty to the institution, but slow to define just how the
young colleague is supposed to discern which of the institution's demands for loyalty should be most pressing. As senior
people, are we right to encourage our younger colleagues (and
to judge them on tenure and promotion issues) on the basis of
their devotion to the institution? Or should we encourage
some greater skepticism about those claims, some distance and
self-preservation as techniques to avoid disillusion and
burnout?
In the latter category, and in view of this issue of The
Cresset being devoted to the work of younger and potential colleagues, here are the Eifrig Principles, not in any particular
order of significance:

1. Do daily exercises to combat cynicism. It is the occupational hazard of academics and you don't want to succumb to it any earlier than necessary.
2. Seek good input and be disciplined about getting it.
Like vegetables, hard books provide invaluable
roughage for the intellect's proper working.
3. Don't expect rewards; conquer your craving. Why do
you think most academics are oldest children?
4. Law school is not the only alternative to college
teaching. Teaching happens all over the place, and if
you are a born teacher, you'll teach-maybe not with
tweed patches and a pipe, but you'll teach.
5. Don't twist yourself out of shape for the sake of
tenure. You could sell your soul for a lot Jess than a
mess of pottage.
6. Institutions can't love you back-and won't. If you
decide to Jove an institution, be prepared for it to be
unrequited. You can ask yourself later if Tennyson was
right about never to have loved at all.
7. Don't delay gratification, or children. Waiting "until
a real job" or "tenure" or "the book" makes people
crabby.
8. Learn to distinguish phony from true institutional loyalty. Sweatshirts and basketball tickets do not loyalty
make.
9. Resist the slogan, "Lead, follow, or get out of the
way." Getting and staying in the way of some policy or
program designed and fostered by some ideals may be
the greatest gift of loyalty one can give the institution of
higher learning one loves.
These may not be the right things to teach young colleagues, and they may not be the ones you agree with. If you
have young colleagues, though, shouldn't you talk about what
principles you do espouse before demanding loyalty?

Peace,

GME

Letters to the Editor are welcome, as are e-mail messages to geifrig@exodus.valpo.edu
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THE BODY OF CHRIST IN A HUNGRY WORLD
Pam Fickenscher

Dry wafer,

.
Sourunne
This day I see
God's in the dust,
not sifted
out from confusion
-Denise Levertov, 'This Day"

F ood and drink, as basic necessities of life, are of universal concern for human beings. Their symbolic, political,
and psychological meanings are varied, but rarely simple.
Body and mind, present and past, individual and community come together over a shared meal. Ask friends what they
eat, and what begins as a list of likes and dislikes leads to
descriptions of daily routines, family background, travel
stories, and even medical histories. Food and drink not
only represent nourishment; they can signify celebration or
solace, connection or rebellion. In conversations about
changes in American family life, the decline of family dinner time inevitably comes up as the prime symbolic example of our perilous social breakdown. It is no wonder that
one of the most central symbolic acts of the Church-the
Lord's Supper-is a meal.

Pam Fickenscher is an 1990 graduate of Christ College at VU.
After a year with Lutheran Volunteer Corps in Washington, DC,
she has been a graduate student at the Divinity School of
Vanderbilt University. Currently in Berkeley, "doing Lutheran
stuff," she is waitingforplacement as an intern.
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Reflecting on my own experience, I can see how my
background, personal preferences, and political convictions are reflected in what and how I eat. My diet shows my
heritage as a German-American, a native Californian, and a
child of frugal middle-class parents. From my father I
inherited an intolerance for green bell peppers. From my
Midwestern mother I learned that the ubiquitous casserole
can be devised out of any combination of leftovers. I am
mostly vegetarian, a habit I developed living on a volunteer
stipend in an environmentally-conscious community. An
incurable sweet tooth is counterbalanced by the vestiges of
a strict low-fat diet from my late adolescence. Like most
people I associate particular foods with certain seasons and
holidays, such as Stollen with Christmas and sweet corn
with high summer. I have a repertoire of "comfort foods"
from my childhood which I still use to calm myself down.
Other preferences I have outgrown altogether; today I
shudder at the recipe for "Spamburgers," a mixture of
Spam, Velveeta, Miracle Whip and sweet pickle relish run
through a food grinder and baked on white hamburger
buns. Admittedly, some preferences are merely matters of
personal taste; for no particular reasons I have never liked
white chocolate, cilantro, olives, dill pickles or walnuts.
Though "food and I go back a long way," my relationship with it is fraught with ambivalence, for as a girl I
learned that women are to be the "feeders," not the
"eaters." The woman's place may be in the kitchen, but she
is better off circulating around the ·dinner table than lingering too long over her own plate . I learned early that
health, beauty and thinness are virtually synonymous. It is
perfectly acceptable to obsess about one's body shape apd
size, the calories in one's breakfast cereal and the size of
5

one's waistline. Exercise is a good way to remain attractive
and battle aging,. but one must be careful not to cross the
thin line between nicely "toned" and athletically muscular.
Better to look like a graceful figure skater than a powerful
speed skater.
Food, hunger, body image, society's expectations and
family custom are all inextricably intertwined in a web of
delight and guilt, dread and power. For middle- and upperclass white American women, it is impossible to escape the
conflicting cultural commands around food and nourishment.
And yet, these are culture-bound commands, connected to ideals which can change rather rapidly. The pressures I feel are specific to my social location, and the
demands on women have been different at other times in
history. While women's involvement in food production
and preparation is widespread among the world's cultures,
the ability to choose foods, the struggle to avoid overindulgence, and the very idea of counting calories depend on an
assumption of abundance . Affluent women may be
oppressed by socialization which complicates their relationship to food, but the eating disorders of my social peers
reflect a greater disease within the social order. Mary
Louise Bringle, in The God of Thinness, writes that 150,000
young affluent women die from self-starvation every year
(25). While an estimated 20 million die from malnutrition,
from sheer lack of the foods which their minds and bodies
desperately need (Daughters of Sarah 13). From a global perspective, our affiuent obsession with diet is a crazy house
distortion of the plight of the majority of the world's population. Food, far from being trivial, is a deeply political and
religious subject.
In this wildly unbalanced world of overindulgence
and dire need, where some starve to death while others
starve themselves, what does it mean that one of the most
central and universal practices of Christian worship is the
"Lord's Supper," the "Sacrament of the Table," a meal?
How are we to understand this presence of the "body and
blood of Christ" among us in bread and wine? Just as the
distribution of food and disordered eating in our world can
tell us much about how we think about bodies, hunger,
power and ritual, so does the theology and practice of the
Eucharist give us a concentrated view of the actual and
potential function of Christian metaphors of body, hunger,
and family and transformation.
Only in recent years have the words "anorexia,"
"bulimia," and "eating disorder" become common parlance
in the United States. All are marked by obsession with food,
distorted body image, and extreme fear of growing fat (see
Rudolph Bell's book Holy Anorexia for further statistics).
While anorexia and bulemia are pathological behaviors,
the compulsive eating is a behavior that most affiuent persons have engaged in at some time. Only when it becomes
a way of life is it characterized as a psychological disorder. I
believe that all three disorders present a spectrum of our
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society's "dis-ease" around food and embodiment. Here I
will focus primarily on anorexia nervosa, because it has
been most thoroughly researched and because it most
vividly depicts the vicious interplay of distinctive ideas
about class, sexuality, and race in our society.
Eating disorders in general and anorexia nervosa in
particular have interested scholars outside the medical
community because they are psychological (and probably
at least partially biochemical) disorders which affiict an
extremely narrow demographic range of persons. In Fasting
Girls: The Emergence of Anorexia Nervosa as a Modern Disease,
historian Joan Brumberg presents the striking statistic that
90-95 per cent of all anorexics are young and female (12).
They are disproportionately white from middle- and upperclass families . While non-white female anorexics are also
likely to be middle- or upper-class, researchers have found
minimal relationship between social class and the "desire
to be thin" in males (Brumberg 33). Brumberg observes,
"the anorexic population has a highly specific social
address" (13). Clearly there is much more going on here
than the medical model can explain. Why women? Why in
adolescence? Why affiuent white women? And finally, why
now?

As I noted in the introduction, both consumption
and denial of food have complex cultural meanings. What,
how, and with whom we eat expresses the values of our ethnic background, social class, and our gender role. For the
anorexic herself, "dying to be thin" seldom has any social
meaning beyond her immediate circle of family and
friends, but for those who study the disorder, the phenomenon of self-starvation has much to say about the values middle-class white US culture attaches to women's
bodies, ambitions and social roles. In Holy Feast and Holy
Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women,
Caroline Walker Bynum writes that some historians have
interpreted the "holy anorexia" of medieval mystics as a
veiled protest against the social structures of their society
and church, so modern feminist psychoanalysts have suggested that anorexia is a form of subconscious protest
against the values imposed on young women by patriarchy.
Such an argument has its own dangers, however, since, as
Joan Brumberg so aptly puts it, "the madhouse is a troubling site for establishing a female pan the on" ( 35). Rather
than valorize the disease's victims, I think we are better off
adopting Michel Foucault's notion that "power seizes bodies," that the body of the anorexic is the site of what Martha
]. Reineke calls "cultural meanings and political legitimations" (248). An eating disorder is a clarion call that something is desperately wrong with our society, but it is a call
that we must learn to articulate verbally and politically, and
certainly religiously, so that a woman does not have to
inscribe it on her starving body.

The Cresset

IMAGO DEI AND "REAL PRESENCE"
There were no mirrors in my Nana s house
And the beauty that I saw in everything,
The beauty in everything was in her eyes.
never knew that my skin was too black,
never knew that my nose was too flat
never knew that my clothes didn't fit
never knew there were things that I missed
Because the beauty in everything was in her eyes

I
I
I
I

-Ysaye Maria Barnwell, "No Mirrors in my Nana's House"
The specter of the anorexic body, as repulsive and
horrific as it seems to the average American , does not
occur within a cultural vacuum. Feminist psychologists see
in anorexia nervosa a grossly exaggerated embodiment of
our culture's feminine ideal. Therapist Laura Brown delineates these "rules" of true womanhood: (1) Small is beautiful ; (2) Weakness is valued; (3) "Women are forbidden to
nurture themselves in an ego-syntonic manner"; ( 4)
'Women are forbidden to act powerfully in overt and egosyntonic ways"; (5) Women are valued only when they
adhere unfailingly to the first four rules (297) . Women
whose bodies and behavior do not conform to the "rules"
lose society's admiration. "Reducing" becomes the most
obvious method of self-transformation, the most culturally
acceptable way to "take charge" of conforming one's image
to the cultural idea.
The equation of femininity with thinness, however, is
not an ahistorical or universal ideal. Indeed, if one measures the "ideal" by the male-defined images presented in
the media, the perfect body has gotten considerably thinner since the days of Marilyn Monroe. David Garner and
Paul Garfunkel write that over the past twenty years, the
reported measurements of Playboy centerfolds and Miss
American pageant winners have decreased steadily, and
since 1965, the "combined average of the bust-to-waist
ratios" of Vogue and Ladies Home journal has been below 1.3
( 4 7). Brett Silverstein confirms this "ideal" reporting that
women now in their thirties have been exposed to a decidedly non-curvaceous standard most of their lives ( 14) . The
fact that these standards can change rapidly leaves women
in a precarious position; if the ideal is defined by the media
and constantly displayed by professional models and
actresses who can devote time and money to the maintenance of this ideal, then women whose bodies do not naturally conform have to expend enormous energy, either
trying to conform physically, or trying to defend their selfesteem psychologically. Since the ideal is rooted in mediapromoted images rather than personal well-being or
interpersonal relationship, it may change at any time.
The images presently promoted in the mass media
are not only thin; they are also overwhelmingly white,
straight, non-disabled and wealthy. While affluent white
women seem most likely to get caught up in the battle to
February 1995

reach the ideal, working class white women and non-white
women of all social classes are less likely to join the game at
all. The implied imperatives in Lady Astor's famous dictum, "You can never be too rich or too thin," do indeed go
together.
In short, the image of the ideal female bodywhite, young, affluent, non-disabled and very thin-is
impossible for the vast majority of women to attain; those
who are straight, young, white and middle- or upper-class
are most likely to buy into the message that they can transform themselves and conform to the ideal. Because weight
is considered the most controllable factor in one's appearance, it is the one which women are most likely to "work
on." The recent boom in fitness industries and research
has done little to alter the ideal image, except to suggest
that "strength"-as long as it is accompanied by thinnesscan also be attractive. Veiled in much of the fitness rhetoric
of women's magazines, however, is the assumption that
health and "smallness" go together. Diet and· exercise literature continues to deny that women's body sizes are radically varied, that many women's bodies will always be larger
than the ideal, and that childbirth and aging naturally alter
one's body composition. Moreover, the continued emphasis on pounds, inches, and body fat percentages ignores a
myriad of other physical differences. Variety and difference
is valued only in cross-training schedules, rarely in size, skin
color, or age.

To attribute eating disorders solely to the pursuit of
an impossible cultural ideal, however, would be simplistic.
Those who are closest to the ideal may be the most likely to
pursue it, yet they are also the most likely to have grossly
distorted body images. One of the most striking characteristics of the anorexic is that no matter how emaciated her
body becomes, she never believes that she is thin enough.
In fact, cultural ideals are dismissed by some psychoanalysts
as a cause for the disease precisely because anorexics are
ashamed of their bodies and hide their "success" behind
loose clothing. They do not simply want their bodies to
"look" different; their self-starvation indicates that they are
uncomfortable with female embodiment altogether. Their
bodies lose secondary sexual characteristics-such as menstruation and breasts-as they fast.
The idea of a monolithic cultural ideal, an "image" to
which women feel they must conform in order to be loved
and respected, stands in stark contrast to the basic tenet of
creation theology that all human beings-male and
female-are created in the image of God (Gen. 1:27).
Phyllis Trible in God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality expresses
that we are God's good creation, embodied because we are
intended by the Creator to be thatway, male and female
because that diversity reflects something about God's own
being. Like the girl in Ysaye Maria Bart;twell's song whose
self-image is founded on the love reflected in her Nana's
eyes, so Christians have good reason to affirm their bodies
7

as they reflect God's own self; God has declared the creation "very good" (1:31).
If we are to reclaim the embodiment of the imago dei,
we must re-envision the goodness of human life in all its
various forms. Rather than assume a perfect "ideal," from
which all other bodies are to be measured and evaluated,
each individual must be prized in her difference. If we are
indeed in the image of God, then real persons who are in
our midst must take precedence over the projected images
of the media. Thus the "real presence" of those around us
must draw our attention and respect, so that their variety
becomes the basis for our evaluation of cultural images,
rather than the other way around.
Amidst the problems of spirit-body dualism so prevalent in Christian tradition, our interpretation of the Lord's
Supper, a physical act with spiritual significance, becomes
all the more important. The Lutheran tradition's insistence
on "real presence" has potential, I think, to heal some of
the fissures our secular culture and sacred traditions have
created. Following Luther's relatively conservative departure from the Roman sacramental system, in an Apology
(10:4) to the Augsburg confessions maintained that Christ
is "truly and substantially present" (Gritsch and Jenson 78)
in the bread and wine, without trying to construct a metaphysical explanation of the event on a par with the Roman
Catholic "substance and accidents" argument. They insisted that Christ's words 'This is my body" indicate physical as
well as spiritual presence, but at the same time tried to
avoid the pastoral dangers of the Roman system, insisting
that it is God's promise, not the priest's "sacrifice," which
makes the sacrament efficacious (Gritsch and Jenson 79).
The vagueness of "real presence" is in fact intentional, for Lutherans wanted to avoid the "magical" implications of the Roman doctrine of transubstantiation, which
tended to imply "powers" in the hands of the officiant, by
specifying the moment in which Christ's presence became
real in the bread and wine. The pastoral dangers were real
at that time, and while empirically-minded modern
Christians are less inclined towards the superstitions of the
16th century, Lutherans have maintained a certain ambiguity about "real presence." The doctrine seems to act as a via
media which preserves a sense of mystery and incarnation
while avoiding the authoritarian control which the Roman
rite once encouraged. Annie Dillard narrates her experience of carrying communion wine in a backpack articulating the mystery of real physical presence and diffuse
incarnation:
Here is a bottle of wine with a label, Christ with a cork. I
bear holiness splintered into a vessel, very God of very God,
the sempiternal silence personal and brooding, bright on the
back of my ribs ... I feel the wine. It sheds light in slats
through my rib cage, and fills the buttressed vaults of my
ribs with light pooled and buoyant. (64-65)
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Luther would probably have been offended by the
mysticism of Dillard's words, however, because his understanding of "real presence" originated in a high
Christology which placed Incarnation squarely in the person ofJesus of Nazareth. The divine pre-sence in bread and
wine was grounded in a Christology which insisted on
Jesus' full humanity as well as true divinity. For Luther it
was imperative that Jesus as the Christ never endanger our
understanding of Jesus as Mary's son from Nazareth.
Luther rejected complex philosophical rationales for this
incarnation, resulting in enduring "christological propositions that openly offend the whole Western metaphysical
tradition" (Gritsch and Jenson 90). Given that Western
metaphysics has often denigrated the body, modern
Christians may also want to commit this offense.
I would like to suggest that an alternative to remembrance as mere verbal affirmation is "re-membering" Christ
in our physical presence to one another and to the world.
If we truly believe that the Church is to be the "body of
Christ," then our "obedience" to Jesus' commands must go
beyond recounting the story verbally. The "sacraments
rightly administered" (one of Luther's marks of the
church) cannot be separated from the concrete social and
political practices of the persons present. A renewed sense
of "real presence" would insist that Christ is more present
to us than an image on the television or a voice on the
radio; the body of Christ is enfleshed both in us and in the
elements. This presence is diverse and active, not limited to
a disembodied Spirit invoked by the words of Institution.
As imago dei, the human body is infused with holiness, and
Christ's gift of grace should serve to remind us of that sensible, substantive presence. We literally ingest the "body
and blood of Christ" because we believe that God's grace is
transforming us as we share this meal together.

I have intentionally avoided the fact that the
Eucharist is not generally understood as a celebration of
creation. The emphasis is typically on the fallenness of
humanity and on our need for grace, because the image of
God is cracked or distorted by human sin. The lens of eating disorders might also teach us how the "redemptive"
function of the Supper is vital in a world where "broken
bodies"-of anorexic women as well as countless impoverished human beings-are a powerful symbol of our need
for God's grace. But a eucharistic theology of embodiment
must not slight the enduring gift of God's created world. If
there is anything we can learn from the distorted body
images of anorexic and bulimic women, it is that spiritual
and physical health are closely linked. No one can be
expected to fully appreciate the diversity of creation unless
she is able to make peace with her own unique embodiment.

The Cresset

A HUNGRY FEAST
We come to the hungry feast
Hungry for a world released from hungry people of rocry kind
The poor in body, poor in mind.
We come, we come to the hungry feast
We come to the hungry feast
Hungry that the hunger cease
And knowing though we eat our fill, the hunger will stay with us
Still, we come, we come to the hungry feast
-Rily Makeroer, "Hungry Feast"

The term "anorexia" is really a misnomer for the disorder; the word literally means "absence of hunger," when
in fact the anorexic is quite hungry, both in the physical
and metaphorical sense. Typically anorexics take pride in
their mastery over their physical hunger, displaying
extreme control either all of the time or-if they are bulimarexic-in between binges. Rather than lacking hunger,
they revel in their ability to ignore the body's signal that it
is time to eat. Both traditional and feminist therapists have
speculated, however, that an anorexic's longing to be thin
is the expression of a deeper emotional and spiritual
hunger for acceptance, success, recognition, and self-definition. It is these metaphorical hungers which drive her
self-starvation which, if unchecked, results in isolation, hospitalization, and even death.
What does it mean to concern ourselves with these
"spiritual" hungers of affluent young women when many
more suffer from physical hunger and lack of basic material necessities every day? The spiritualizing of hunger, so
common in Christian thought, can be a dangerous thing
not only for its tendency toward spirit-body dualism , but
also because it can allow affluent Christians to focus on
their own malaise in isolation from the oppressive systems
in which they participate. In view of the war and poverty in
the Sudan, Guatemala, or Bosnia, the bizarre and self-centered rituals of an affluent white 18-year-old with an eating
disorder are utterly obscene. The reasons why lack of food
kills one child, however, are not unrelated to the reasons
why another will starve herself before reaching adulthood.
Rather than dismiss spiritual metaphors of hunger, examining them more closely might help us draw greater meaning
from the meal of the Church which we call the bread of
life.
Even the most well-fed person will have had some
experience of the "growling stomach." Among the affluent,
however, hunger is merely a fleeting experience which can
easily be kept at bay by a quick snack. If one goes without
one or more meals, it is because eating has become second
priority for a time while other tasks are attended to.
Moreover, the satisfaction of hunger in industrialized
nations is increasingly cut off from the sources of nourishment, at times to the extent that we have "no earthly
idea"-and may not want to know-what ingredients went
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into our food. Monika Hellwig writes of this modern phenomenon:
we eat bread sliced for us by one person, bought from
another, baked by yet another with flour ground by still
others from grain grown elsewhere in fields cultivated
with machinery made by further persons from meal
extracted from the earth by others again. We who are
habitually well-fed are in danger of forgetting this
interdependence and Jiving as though we had produced
our own food just because we have earned a cash salary... (l6)

Indeed, often the "I earned it" assumption, so common in
the United States, implies that one can truly be independent. It denies the very experience of which hunger
reminds us: that we are finite creatures who cannot survive
without the assistance-indeed without the lives-of other
organisms.
The meaning of hunger thus extends from basic
physical need to the other human needs which we cannot
satisfy on our own: belonging, love, usefulness and creativity. Whether one indulges in or abstains from food, hunger
takes on deep meanings which can only be called religious.
Indeed, even as she refuses to eat, the anorexic invests ritualistic and symbolic meaning in food. In her wildly ambivalent attitude toward eating, the bulimic takes "feasting and
fasting" to their absolute extremes. Author IGm Chernin
analyzes the story of Ellen West, an anorexic European
from early in this century, and concludes that for Ellen the
attainment of a skeletal body is an act of creation, a way of
mastering her own life and re-writing the story that had
seemingly already been written for her. Because she cannot
understand or conquer her own obsession with thinness,
however, Ellen's considerable gifts were squelched, and at
the age of 30 she committed suicide. Today we know her
story primarily as it is told through the words of her male
psychoanalysts (162-177). None of her contemporaries was
able to re-direct her self-transformation into more life-giving channels.
The theme of self-transformation through intentional
changes in behavior is not the invention of modern diet
advertising. In Practicing Christianity: Critical Perspectives for
Embodied Spirituality, Margaret Miles reports that scholars of
early Christian asceticism interpret the spiritual disciplines
of fasting and celibacy as efforts to change the self, originating in "the practical observation that an alteration of
physical conditions produces a changed condition of the
psyche" (95). Though on the surface these practices were
aimed at "denial" of the socially-constructed self, the effect
was usually to "augment the ':>ody's importance" (97).
Attempts to master the body often drove the faithful to
extreme practices which proved how difficult this mastery
was. Like the modern-day anorexic who, while never eating, is obsessed with food, the fourtee11,th-century mystics
(such as Catherine of Siena) wrote extensively about the
nourishment of the Eucharist or the erotic ecstasy of com9

munion with God. Bodily desires re-surfaced in spiritual
language, demonstrating how intimately tied body and spirit are.
The modern phenomenon of "secular asceticism" has
augmented the importance of the body for affluent
Christians. The "health craze" of the 1980's made
Americans acutely aware of the way they care for their bodies. Usually better appearance and health are the primary
motivations for change, but occasionally the economic and
environmental impacts of food production are taken into
account. Cholesterol, calories and metabolism are now
household words, and low-fat foods flood the market. Few
people today can eat a rich dessert without some reference
to its impact on their health. Theological terms like "sinful"
and "guilty" are applied to "unhealthy foods." While few
people experience the level of self-hatred and self-reproach
which eating disordered persons do, no middle- to upperclass person can avoid the sense that their eating habits are
to be judged solely on the basis of nutritional content.
Whereas fasting was once formulated to enhance one's
awareness of dependence and mortality, dieting is touted
as the best way to look younger and live longer. Dinner
table conversations frequently reveal two schools of
thought: "eat healthy and live longer" on the one hand and
"eat well and die" on the other. A right relationship with
food is not simply a matter of personal freedom to consume what one chooses without guilt. Our personal hunger
is bound up with institutional structures and worldviews
which blind us to the impact that individual consumption
has on our economic, political, and interpersonal relationships.
Interestingly, most popular literature on health rarely
acknowledges that eating is more than the simple consumption of x calories, y grams of fat and z vitamins. Food
is eaten alone or with friends, quickly or leisurely, prepared
at home or picked up at a drive-thru window. We can know
every step in its production because we planted the seeds,
or we can be oblivious to ingredients altogether. One person might grow everything she eats, while another has
meals delivered to her door, while another walks for miles
to get a ration of grain from an emergency aid center.
Instead of recognizing how food connects us to the world,
our society has reduced eating to a form of quantifiable
consumerism. The kind of emotional investment in a meal
depicted in films Babette's Feast or Like Water for Chocolate can
hardly be imagined in a modern American setting, except
perhaps at a Thanksgiving meal. Whereas these films portray the web of intense emotions, relationships, and common histories shared by participants at a meal, American
dieters are sometimes advised to eat alone in order to avoid
the emotional stress of family meals. Surely, the dynamics
of family life can impact destructively on one's relationship
to food, but if we deny the hunger for companionship
which plays a part in our eating, we cut off an essential part
of the meaning of hunger.
Ironically, the need for connection is often over10

looked by scholars of both modern and "holy" anorexia.
Male historians and physicians have interpreted self-starvation as a form of power struggle. Autonomy and self-definition are thus the most important spi r itual hungers .
Constituting a self is viewed as an act of rebellion, while in
fact it expresses deep hungers for approval and connection
to one's own self and the world. William Davis concludes in
an epilogue to Rudolph Bell's Holy Anorexia that fasting
girls past and present may in fact be striving for connection
(184-185) . Certainly modern anorexics are not known for
social skills; on the contrary, withdrawal and even antisocial behaviors characterize the disorder. However, just as
the holy anorexics' conflicts with ecclesial authority were
by-products of their search for communion with God, so
modern anorexics might be expressing a d eep ambivalence
about the contradictory roles that independent "modern
women" are expected to fill. ·
The communal nature of hunger is evident in the
New Testament texts which give us the minimal knowledge
we have of early communion practices. In Acts, we are told
that the early apostolic community held "all things in common," and the community meal was apparently continuous, if not identical, with the ritual remembrance of the
Last Supper. Paul's admonition to the Corinthians indicates that the community struggled with cultural norms of
serving more to one's social peers than to lesser guests,
indicating that meal and sacrament were not separated (I
Cor. 11:17-22). Hans Schwartz and Robertjenson record
that some believe the bread and cup of the Eucharist were
originally blessings which bracketed a normal meal, but by
the year 150 had come to be understood as a separate ritual (Dogmatics 340) . In Justin Martyr's First Apology, the meal
was closer to what we understand to be worship, yet h e indicates that physical feeding was still recognized as a necessary function of the sacrament; not only were arrangements
made to share bread and wine with those who were not
present, but a collection for the poor was a natural part of
the community ritual (Lathrop 45).
The practice today of serving "anorexic portions" at
the Eucharist might seem to encourage the notion that the
sacrament is only about spiritual hungers, and not at all
about the well-being of physical bodies. Only at Maundy
Thursday Seder meals do church communities get a sense
that this is indeed a meal in its usual physically satiating
sense. Today fasting before the Eucharist has waned even
in Roman Catholic circles, but the suggestion that the physical nourishment of the bread and wine h ave any importance is rarely entertained either.
What is the meta-message of the se tiny portions?
Perhaps the bits and sips counteract our tendency to
believe that "more is better," that if Christ is present in a
sip of wine, a whole glass would make one holier. And as
long as we are not subsisting on the host as Catherine of
Siena did, we canm>t claim that the portions are intended
to starve us. So why just a bites and sips? For afflu e nt
Christians, the portions give an ambiguous message: they
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distract us from the fact that this is a meal, but perhaps
they also remind us of a hungry world. The "hungry feast,"
is a foretaste of the feast to come, but our hearts should not
be satisfied until the bellies of all are full.
The Eucharistic liturgy is filled with language of the
"feast of the lamb," an image from the book of Revelation.
If indeed the sacrament of the table is intended to be a
foretaste the feast to come, then our practice of that feast
must ever remain a practice, and never an illusion that we
have arrived. For affluent Christians, the fact that we participate in a hungry feast should serve as a reminder that, just
as our spiritual hungers remain as long as we live, so the
hunger of the rest of the ·world should not escape our consciousness. The two hungers are so connected that we cannot expect our own longings to cease as long as we know
that there are people who are malnourished in the world.
While it does no good for us to fast as self-flagellation for
our participation in an unjust system, the intentional
restraint of the Eucharist might stand as a healthy form of
asceticism, that is, a practice intended to help us along the
process of re-constituting who we are in relationship to the
complex exchanges of the world. It is an act which is directly counter to what Cornel West calls the "market-inspired
way of life," in which individuals are simply consumers in
search of pleasure ( 17).
The implications of an ethic of self-denial, however,
remain problematic for women. Margaret Miles, in her
study of asceticism in Chijstian devotional manuals, concludes that despite the countercultural power within ascetic
practices, modern Christians probably cannot redeem it as
traditionally formulated, because through Christian history
it both "could be directed against women and was directed
against women" (101). Moreover, alienating oneself from
the body in order to be more "selfless" is hardly a countercultural notion for most women. Miles concludes that "if
asceticism is for the purpose of deconstructing the socially
conditioned subjectivity, it cannot serve this function if it
effectively reinforces rather than dismantles cultural conditioning to femininity" (102).
In light of Christian misogyny over the centuries and
the current obscenity of diet in our culture, it would seem
that there is nothing redemptive about the notion of fasting as traditionally formulated. But are not self-restraint
and consciousness of dependence important qualities for
affluent Christians to cultivate? Remembering the physical
experience of hunger may in fact increase one's compassion for the impoverished, even though physical hunger is
not in itself a virtue. Again we must ask whether the professed purpose of a practice is in fact how it functions. Can
one fast in order to gain solidarity with the poor- Simone
Weil's explanation of her disorder- or will one simply be
"dieting" for ostensibly spiritual reasons? Given the dis-ease
most affluent women have with their bodies, is it psychologically realistic to expect us to fast for the "right reasons"
while ignoring the virtues our culture attaches to our
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"diet"? I can only answer that for myself it is not yet possible.
There is some precedent for the rejection of "sacrifice" as central to the Eucharist in the Protestant
Reformers' rejection of the "sacrifice" of the mass.
Historically, their theological polemic was directed against
works-righteousness. The Reformers argued that the
"Roman mass [lacked] the mutuality of divine word and
human faith. It [limited] intimate communion with God to
priests by the practice of secret masses and the denial of
the cup to the laity" (Gritsch and Jenson 76). The mass is
more properly understood as "Eucharist" because it consists of human thanksgiving, for God's free gift of grace,
rather than a human sacrifice to God. If there is any place
for Christians to offer sacrifice, Luther wrote, it is in their
gifts to one another:
Just as the mass is not properly explained to men, but is
understood as sacrifice and not testament, so, correspondingly that which is and ought to be offered-namely
possessions of the churches and monastic houses-is
never offered; neither are they given with thanksgiving to
God and, with his blessing, to the needy who ought to
be receiving them. (qtd. in Gritsch and Jenson 77)

Thus the Church's best sacrifice is not "burnt offerings" or even bodies "purified" by denial of food, but justice and mercy (Micah 6:6-8). The best thanksgiving we can
offer to God in response to Christ's embodied presence is
physical sustenance and spiritual support to the rest of the
world community.
Rather than disposing of fasting and self-denial altogether, perhaps we would be better off re-examining our
real hungers and finding a better balance. Affluent people,
if they are not suffering from severe eating disorders, are
accustomed to filling desires of all the senses immediately
and easily. Delay, silence, contemplation and discernment
are not regular parts of a fast-food, 1V, telephone culture.
Perhaps fasting would be better formulated as practices
which help us toward deeper knowledge of (rather than
denial of) the body and heart. Awakening of the sense
would mean fasting from overstimulation, cultivating
instead our own sensate creative capacities. Refraining
from driving, from television and other electronic forms of
entertainment, or from other "instant" forms of consumerism might give us the space to discover the hungers
for meaning, connection and creativity which our society
has deadened. Such practices would indeed be profoundly
countercultural, helping us to dismantle the socialized self,
yet would at the same time affirm our created embodiment
and engage us more deeply in the world.
Christian middle-class women are thus in the awkward position of having to constantly discern when to speak
and when to be silent, when to "take care of oneself," and
when Christian love calls us to look beyond self-interest.
The question is not simply whethcr we deny ourselves, but
11

for whom and for what purposes we deny ourselves. We are
called not "to be conformed to this world, but transformed" by the gospel. Transformation is not a task which
we must undertake, in order to "seize control" of our bodies or our rituals. Indeed, the message of the Eucharist is
one in which we risk opening up to God and to others, to
allow ourselves to be fed, and to be connected with a wider
community than the visible collection of persons around
us.
Openness to transformation will involve risk, a certain loss of control. As can be seen in the obsessive behaviors of the anorexic, a need for rigid control is itself
controlling. The perfect clarity and safety from excess that
she seeks is as deadly as it is elusive. Likewise, a Eucharistic
theology of embodiment is risky, for in it we encounter a
complex world that is full of contradictions. God is present
"in the dust", but is "not sifted/ out from confusion." Our
hunger is never fully satisfied, but in coming together we
share in that hunger as much as in the feeding. Together
we learn to become the body of Christ as we learn to be at
home with one another and within our own bodies. We
learn from a feeding God how to nourish ourselves and
one another, knowing that in the practice, in the mess of it
all, God is "truly and substantially" present. 0
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SILENCE IN THE SUBURBS
Michael Chasar

I.
There is a silence in the suburbs.
You will notice it one evening as you park your 1988
Tempo on Pawtucket Street. The sun is setting. You are
doing research for an article about the suburbs. When you
slam the car door, it echoes against the rows of subdivision
houses. It is a new subdivision, no trees, no bushes-patches of land divided off into the strictest equality. Most of
the houses are grey, or white, or light blue . None, as
Wallace Stevens wrote:
... are green
Or purple with green rings,
or green with yellow rings,
or yellow with blue rings.
None of them are strange ...

And you walk along, peering at the black-lettered addresses
pasted to the upper righthand corner above each door.
1003. 1005. 1007 ...
It is garbage night, and each house has deposited a
Rubbermaid garbage can on wheels by the curb, right next
to an orange recycling bin filled with washed-out tin cans
and plastic milk jugs. The mailboxes are like telephone
poles, measuring the distance from house to house: grey
cement driveway, golf course green lawn, mailbox. A seemingly endless sequence unbroken even where Pawtucket
turns into Nashville Drive.

Mike Chasar presently lives and works in the Chicago suburbs. A
1993 graduate of VU, with a major in English, he expects to
engage in further study of creative writing. He has published
poems in a number of publications not connected with VU, and
works regularly with a group of writers in the western suburbs.
He owes thanks for advice on this essay to his "closest editor, the
broad who eats so much. "
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From out of the grey come a man and a woman. He
is walking the family dog, a black lab or golden retriever.
She is pushing a flowered stroller. Inside, there nestles a
baby boy outfitted with childrens' clothes from The Gap.
You sense the family Volvo or Mercedes is cooling in the
driveway, that the dishes are stacked in the dishwasher
that afghans are folded neatly over couches and chairs:
that the kitchen is white tile with wooden cupboards, that
their mortgage is in the mid 100's.
He nods. You nod. You stop for a moment to peek at
the child who is asleep, and the three of you briefly discuss
the weather. They move on. YoN move on. Driveway.
Lawn. Mailbox. You remember what Ray Smith says in The
Dharma Bums. "... take a walk some night on a suburban
street and pass house after house on both sides of the
street. .. and inside the little blue square of the television,
each livi~g family riveting its attention on probably one
show ....
Feeling as if you've seen enough for one night, you
turn back to your car, hoping the neighborhood crime
watch won't report you as a suspicious character wandering
the streets. The engine rumbles to a start and disturbs the
silence. You drive home.
In the comfort of your own apartment-socks balled
up in the corner, dirty dishes in the sink, empty beer bottles lining the edge of your desk, your bed unmade-you
pen the following lines, for you are a poet:
... It is lonely herethe houses cold and dark as stones,
the empty sidewalks, empty stores-

You write about how you have taken .to growing plants, how
you snip philodendron shoots to root in old salsa jars of
water on your window sills.
.. .In the dark, I hear
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III.
them move, each one lifting green stems
and leaves, placing them like arms
around their lonely neighbors' shoulders.
What you remember most is the silence. And you recall
what your good friend wrote in The Cresset last February,
about the city's silence: "She can swallow souls whole."

II.
".. .and though the live-oak glistens there in Louisiana
solitary in a wide flat space
uttering joyous leaves all its life without a friend a lover near,
I know very well I could not".

-Walt Whitman, "I Saw In Louisiana a Live-Oak Growing"
Rick-a writer, a teacher, a father, a husband, a
friend-is a good fifteen years older than I am. He teaches
English and creative writing at a local high school and is a
remarkably patient, kind man. Somewhere behind his professorial exterior, the 60's are bubbling up, and I wonder,
with all his talk of travel and the City, how he can stand living in one of these houses. One of the older, more unique
Victorian models down by the river, perhaps. But certainly
not a subdivision.
We attend a weekly adult writer's workshop together
each Thursday night where we meet on an equal level of
conversation and artistic respect. Although he has been
published in places such as ACM, Boulevard, and the Ohio
Review, as well as having been nominated for a Pushcart
Prize, he mentions the good in my work and tries, like any
good friend (or editor), to get me to write it better. I get a
sense that I somehow remind him of himself in his early to
mid twenties. We trade rejection slips, he relates how he
got caught sending out his poetry through the school's
postage meter, and we have, despite our different styles,
ages and stages in life, organized for a joint poetry reading
at a bookstore in town this February.
I stop at his house from time to time to pick up materials or drop them off. He answers the door holding his
daughter Jenny, who is in tears at the death of her pet
lizard. Other times he is wearing an apron, or his son
attempts to introduce me to Dante (the family sheepdog),
or his wife is unsuccessfully mediating games of street
hockey among the neighborhood kids, or his kids peer at
me with wide, blue eyes from behind the safety of his legs ...
This I learn: that behind the white, grey or blue walls
of each house, there live real people. People I have never
met. Exciting people. Friendly people. Teachers.
Fathers. Mothers. Friends.
And they are all, inconceivably, hidden beneath the
silence.
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Let us, for the sake of privacy, call her Anna.
I got my current job, as a clerk in a mortgage company, through Manpower Temporary Agencies (the last in a
string of odd jobs which included everything from data
entry to doing inventory for the nation's second-largest
manufacturer of agricultural machinery products, to erasing pencil marks from police academy test booklets).
Anna and I started work on the same day in December of
1993.
Small, grey, high-strung and fastidious, Anna quickly
decided it was her duty to reorganize and clarity the haphazard files of checks and bills from the past two years.
Day after day, as I faxed messages to banks and photocopied FHA and VA loans, she sat hunched over in the corner, rubber thimbles on her fingers, sorting through the
manila file folders.
She brought her lunch every day but never ate in the
small office kitchen; warming her burgundy borst in the
microwave, she always came back to work and eat.
Little by little, her story came out.
Ukranian by descent, German only by birth, Eastern
Orthodox by creed, Anna came to America in her twenties.
She lived downtown and met her husband in Grant Park, a
Yugoslavian who, she said, had come to America at nineteen, who learned English on his own, who predicted the
current civil war, who played marvelous folk music on his
guitar, who rarely drank, and who was the perfect husband
until he died on a dance floor in Vermont. While on vacation. With the family.
Anna had three children, one of whom was killed in a
plane crash. Another was going through a divorce and had
moved back home. Her son was struggling through high
school and confusing the heck out of her with his male
adolescence. Her one granddaughter suffered untold
amounts over her parents' divorce. One by one, on a
weekly basis, Anna would flip through the pictures in her
purse, naming them all, making sure I was paying close
attention to the important people in her life.
Anna's fierce tongue, slight accent, intensity and wonderfully-shocking lack of tact earned her nicknames
throughout the company-Little Hitler, Gestapo, the like.
We argued and argued through her firmly-recognized and
frequently contradictory beliefs for many weeks: capital
punishment (for), drug legalization (against), the government (for & against), homosexuality (against), religion
(for), music (for Sinatra, Perry Como, Wayne Newton and
Englebert Humperdink, against Kurt Cobain and
Metallica). Everything one is advised to avoid as conversation topics she ruthlessly embraced. She would take one
look at my writer's hands, hold them up to the light and
declare, "See! You can tell this one's never had to really
work before!"
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Anna worked two jobs. Days, she hustled through the
mortgage company, and nights she worked at a department store, where she got (we heard about it over and
over) an employee discount. She was working on selling
the family house in the city (every other week, it seemed, a
pipe burst or a window was shot, and she spent days cleaning up or contracting for work to be done), had bought a
small house in St. Charles, and was trying to make two
mortgage payments on whatever Social Security was giving
her, and what her other combined income brought in.
She explained to me one day7-"""with the same intensity that a Chinese friend I made overseas declared his
hatred for the communist government and love for his
people-that she moved to St. Charles for the schools. St.
Charles has one of the best school systems around, and she
said she couldn't bear to see her son, now without a father,
fall in with the "wrong sort" of crowd. She was quick, in
the next turn of her breath, to condemn the drugs and
gangs she intuited were even in the St. Charles school district.
The longer Anna worked at the mortgage company,
the more she took to going on lunchtime walks, up and
down the road, working off the frustration of paperwork,
incorrigible records, low pay and dead end jobs. Blue collar to the hilt, she stalked to work each day, refusing rides
from co-workers. Then just as stubbornly, she would stalk
back home, her Ukrainian legs pumping her along
through the rain and snow. At the same time, Anna suffered from mysterious spells of dizziness which periodically
forced her out of work. Perhaps it was the silence of the
suburbs bearing down, which she had failed to ward off
with her endless talk, which was beginning to wear her
thin.
Anna disappeared one day. Just up and quit. We
haven't heard from her since, but to this day we still uncover fragments of her handwriting and occasional red tears
ofborst on old cancelled checks, where it had dripped into
the files, dried up, and wrinkled there.
IV.

Tanya received a sweatshirt at the company gift
exchange this year, from an anonymous giver. The sweatshirt read "I • My Attitude Problem."
She is 25, married, a mother. She is an underwriter.
She has the wit of a razor and a heart the size of Florida if
you catch her on the right day. There is a sign on her
office door: "I have PMS and a handgun. Any questions?"
There is very little that Tanya gives away. And so one
lunch when she told me her father died while she was in
high school, she caught me completely off guard. Just an
off-hand remark, actually, which didn't fit the standard
conversation at all (sports, jobs, the weather), but which
was plopped there, it seemed, intentionally.
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"How did he die?" I ask, cautiously, not wanting to
bend the confidence I had suddenly been given.
"Lung cancer. Pissed me off. Spent two years drunk
off my ass after that." Mter a pause, remembering, perhaps, my love for school, she added, "But I made it to
school practically every day. Except that I always skipped
first period."
"What class was that?"
"Don't know," she said. "I was never there."

v.
"Crowds of men and women attired in the usual costumes,
how curious you are to me!"
-Walt Whitman, "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry"

We have just met our new neighbor. He is wearing
worn overhauls-what my mom might call .dungarees-a
New York Giants baseball cap, a t-shirt and beaten tennis
shoes. The cars are still half-packed and we are sweating
from the work, but he makes us stop and welcomes us to
town. Lighting a cigarette, he eyes us, if not suspiciously,
then certainly curiously. His speech is an odd mixture of a
red-neck drawl, college English and profanity (the last of
which I will omit, but feel free to add it as you see fit).
"Yeah," he says, as if inwardly affirming the truth of
what he is about to say, "The neighbors here are pretty
cool. I've lived here fifteen years and haven't had a single
problem. Work right down the street. Been waiting tables
since I got divorced. There's live music on weekends at the
bar. You like jazz? They play a lot of jazz."
We pause, not knowing what to say nor how to answer
this immediate encounter.
"Wait here a second," he says and weaves past his
patio set-up back into the house. He returns, carrying a
dark bottle of wine. 'just a little house warming present,"
he explains, "It's a-" He growls out a German name.
"Quite good actually. Welcome to town." Turning back
around he calls to us again, "Oh! I'm a fantastic cook, so I
expect you to come over. It's no fun cooking for one you
know." And with that, he disappears.
Two or three weeks go by and we hear nothing of him
except for loud music pumping through the floorboards
weekend nights. One of these nights he calls us up.
"I'm not playing the music too loud, am I?"
"No, not at all."
"Because if I am, I can turn it down ... "
"No it's not a problem."
"... Just not used to having neighbors is all."
"Really it's-"
"Okay then. Dinner. Tomorrow night?"
"Uh, I'd probably have to check with-"
"Six o'clock. See you then .. . " And he hangs up.
Almost immediately, the music softens downstairs.
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Five-thirty rolls around the next day, and there's a
knock at the door.
"Almost ready? 'Cause dinner's on its way.
"Sure," I say. ''We'll be down soon."
When we do get downstairs, he greets us at the door
with wine and shows us in to an apartment packed with
bookshelves, movie posters, record albums, videos, paintings-even an antique sewing machine stashed in the corner.
"I love to read," he says, showing us to the couch and
laying out silverware and cloth napkins on the coffee table.
"I was an English major in college, you know." He whisks
into the kitchen, jabbering all the while about music and
food and wine and returns with three salads.
"I hope you're not allergic to mushrooms. Feel free
to pick them out if you want." We dig in and he talks
about Batavia, the Marlboro Miles he's saving up and the
bowling alley in town. When dinner is ready, he heaps
huge portions of meatballs and sauce over rice, and it is
outstanding. The guy can cook.
"So," he asks me, chewing all the while, "what sort of
music you listen to?"
"Oh, I grew up on the Smiths and REM," I say, "but
I'm kind of into bands like Nirvana and Pearl Jam now."
"Oh yeah," he responds.
''Why? What do you like?"
"Stuff from the sixties, seventies," he says, as if he's
rehearsed the line over and over. "Beatles, Stones,
Zeppelin. You ever hear of Todd Rundgren? As far as I'm
concerned, that's rock in its prime and anything since then
is crap."
"I don't want to offend you," he continues, and my
companion shifts uneasily in her seat. "But I don't know
where people get off telling me that rap is music. Shit, that
ain't music, and I'm not gonna listen to it. I'm not gonna
let no bunch of niggers sitting on a fence tell me what
music is!"
My companion's eyes are as huge as saucers and I,
too, begin to shift uneasily in my seat. But as soon as he
lets the opinion fly, he strangely lets it rest.
"Oops!" He says and jumps up to get more wine.
He spends the rest of the meal telling us about his
job, his new keyboard (later, he will spend an hour patiently showing us how it works), old movies and record collection.
We eventually push our plates away, heralding him as
fine a chef as there ever was (and he comes close). He
nods, pours some more wine, offers us a joint, which we
refuse, and begins cleaning up. He takes my plate and eyes
my companion's.
"I gotta say, I've never seen a broad eat so much in my
life!" he bellows from the other room. She is silent on the
couch. Stewing.
We humor him and watch a 70's concert video he
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loves, listen to his keyboard and admire his autographed
David Bowie poster. He talks intelligently, captures our
imaginations, shows us new books, offers to let us borrow
them. We hear nothing more of rap or of women's eating
habits the entire night.
When we leave, he virtually pouts and says we've got
to come hang out with him and his friends. We say that
yes, we must.
We walk upstairs, astounded at diversity in this form.
VI.

Just as the "City" has come to symbolize certain
aspects of American life, so the "Suburbs" has come to signify a number of things as well-that vast expanse of space
between the City and the Country. Chicagoland. White
Flight. The 708 area code. Newsweek recently reported that
if the suburbs' expansion continues at its current pace, St.
Louis and Chicago will meet somewhere near Decatur,
Illinois, by the end of the century.
I work as a clerk in a mortgage company. In short, I
help to process the suburbs, and I could find it very easy to
become complacent here. Find a little job. Buy a little
house. Get a little dog ...
But the rows and rows of subdivision houses I drive
past every day put forth a facade which is both deceiving
and dangerous. One can come to believe-because one
rarely, if ever, sees it in the open-that there is no such
thing as poverty out here. One can come to believe that all
is honkey-dorey, that everyone is well-off, well-fed and surrounded by people who care, that nothing more needs to
be done. One can completely avoid important issues and
problems without any effort at all, simply because they do
not seem to exist.
This, then, has been my greatest challenge so far:
how to ward off complacency while living in the suburbs,
how to exist on a nine-to-five job where sexism, racism and
xenophobia, even as theories, are barely even noticed,
much less acknowledged as problems which hit home and
which are necessary to confront and solve.
There are times when I come home from work and
fall on my bed, completely bitter and astounded at the lack
of compassion and willingness to understand that I find in
my suburbs (people supporting Proposition 187, arguing
that welfare should be completely eliminated, heralding
Rush Limbaugh and Newt Gingrich as American saviors,
claiming affirmative action makes it too easy for black people to cheat honest Americans out of jobs, etc.).
I tend to forget that there are angels out there too.
VII.

I announced at work in early October that I would be
running a clothing drive for the Community Crisis Center,
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a domestic violence shelter, food pantry and resale shop in
Elgin, Illinois. Fully expecting little to come of the collection, I put a couple of boxes around the office and waited.
Little by little, garbage bags stuffed with old and new
clothes started appearing by these boxes. When the deadline I had set came around, I had enough bags and boxes
of clothes to pack two Tempos absolutely full-trunk, back
seat and front seat. The response completely overwhelmed
me as I carried bag after bag into the Crisis Center, as a few
people joined to help unload the car, bag after bag after
bag. Not too much polyester either. Virtually no bell bottoms. Just good clothes in all sizes, in good condition, contributed by practically every person I work with.
Similarly, a December Christmas food and clothing
drive packed a car full of canned goods, dry goods, and still
more clothes from people at my work. Now every time I
turn around, there seems to be someone asking me if I
know an organization which would take two years of Self
Magazine, if I can get rid of twenty-five rolls of unused wallpaper, or a microwave and stove, or a sleeper couch, or a
set of dishes. When the husband of a woman I work with
discovered the Crisis Center invites community members
to come in and cook a meal for the Center's residents, he
went in and conjured up a feast that they're still talking
about.
A woman at work told me about an Oprah show she
saw which focused on random acts of kindness-people,
she said, who offered cups of coffee to construction workers, who ran around supermarkets giving out coupons, who
let other people cut in front of them in line. The most
remarkable example she told me about, which is still
knocking about in my mind, was of a woman who started
paying people's tolls on the highway. When she ran out of
money, the last car who had been paid for turned and paid
for the person in back of him. She, in turn, paid for the
next. And the next and the next and the next all the way
on down the line.
I don't want to overplay this example, because it does
have its flaws. It indicates that people will give a large part
of the time, providing the favor is returned, provided
someone in turn pays for them . The kindnesses mentioned above are a far cry from social justice, to be sure.
But a man driving a Porsch at the tollbooth was so moved
by the woman initially paying the tolls that he went home
and sent a $500 check to Oprah to be given to the eighteen
children found living alone in a Chicago house!
Newsweek recently reported that, in spite of Newt's
rhetoric and proposed slashing of federal funds to social
agencies, "78 per cent [of polled Americans] would be
upset if many poor mothers have to give up their welfare
benefits and send their children to orphanages or foster
homes," that "73 per cent would be upset if new limits on
welfare cut off benefits to poor families even when no work
is available," that "73 per cent would be upset if cutting
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back on government seriously weakens or eliminates environmental regulations."
Many people in the suburbs around here have a lot.
Extra stuff. In general. It's an amazing and confusing
American resource-the old clothes in the closet, the
canned food on the shelves-and while many people don't
necessarily go out of their ways to figure out how it can
help others, they will give if the opportunity presents itself.
Lately, I have begun to open up my mouth a little bit,
hoping for an answer. This is the way I am beginning to
move around, like a dolphin or whale, relying on the
power of sound. Now that I am talking, I can hear others
in the distance. And perhaps, when I catch up, our voices
will echo on and on like a wave gaining force, like song. I
have found, however, that, saying nothing, I cannot work
through the silence. And then, I know, it will swallow me
whole.
VIII.
The digital alarm sounds at 7:00, the way it does day
in and day out. I reset the alarm for 7:30, as I do day in
and day out, and when it sounds, I roll out of bed, shower
and grab a quick breakfast at 7:45-Life, Corn Flakes, leftover pizza. Packing a quick lunch in a brown bag grown
thin from repeated use-peanut butter and jelly, apple,
orange, three cookies, an RC cola-I balance down the
stairs and out the door. 8:05. Like every other day.
It is quiet outside. The school bus comes around
eight, leaving the neighborhood empty, it seems, except
for the dog next door who entertains himself inside the
chain-link fence by playing with a rubber door mat, a
wooden swing and a rag doll. When I slam the car door
shut, the sound echoes against the empty houses and out
across the river. It is 16 degrees out, and I pray for the car
to start, which it reluctantly does.
Backing out, I avoid the pot hole on the right side of
the driveway and ease into the street. I turn left onto
Washington, pass a giant windmill at the entrance to a
park, get a red light at Fabyan Parkway and watch people
filling their cars with gas at the corner Phillips 66. Skirts
and Suits, as Sheryl Crow might sing. I reflect that over
50% of people polled have admitted to picking his or her
(own) nose while waiting at red lights.
Now the light is green. I accelerate, keeping rhythm
with Pearl Jam on the steering wheel. I get a green arrow
and turn onto Main Street, looking in the rearview mirror,
wondering whether anyone I passed at the light was picking a nose. Taking a side street past Geneva on the Dam
and Absolutely Chinese, I turn onto Rt. 25, which takes me
every day into St. Charles.
I take another side street to avoid a light, drive past a
laundromat and the St. Charles Mini Mart, roll through a
couple of stop signs and get a red light at Rt. 64. I peer
into the windows of the corner stores-the Antique
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Market, a camping store, a TV repair store, and across the
street at The Filling Station, a restaurant. One by one,
people are making right turns from the lane next to mine.
A man driving a Lexus is already talking on his car phone.
A woman is primping her hair. Ron's plumbing truck'just Plumb Good" -rattles past, followed by what looks to
be my mother in a Ford, followed by a hairy man in a pickup, five Hispanic men in a Dodge, a high school girl tuning the radio in a Civic, an old lady drinking McDonalds
coffee, another suit...
When this light turns green, I hang in the intersection and make a left turn, driving up past Mobile and
Clark, past Robert Eshagpoor's Clock Shop, past the town

square where the Scarecrow Fest and the Pride of the Fox
Festivals are held each year.
Entering a school zone, I swerve gently to avoid slightly raised manhole covers. Near work, I am quiet and focusing on getting through another eight hours. At 30 miles
per hour I approach a crossing guard. An elderly lady in a
bright -orange vest, she stands there every day as I go by,
looking over at the school or herding schoolchildren into a
group to cross. She is calmly watching the cars drive by.
And just before I pass her up, she raises her hand in a
wave.
Sometimes, just a gesture can save you from the
silence. 0

Washing the Floor
The last time you left, I straightened out
what had taken place in bed.
It was almost night-still,
out on the street, love was waking.
A man grabbed a woman's breast
and held it. She was good enough
to forgive him without speaking,
brushing off his hand like a bee.
My breasts still full of their own
loss, I went to the kitchen
and hunched down,
hiked up my skirt
to keep it dry. How simple
the first stroke was and the next,
equally careful. I could have
asked where your love went
in my absence,
like a free hand
set loose on the world.
Even then, as I stroked the floor
for answers, you amazed memy breasts,
despite everything,
still listen to you, forgiving,
like priests to whom you could
confess anything.

Chris Rueter
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Review Essay

KNOCKING OVER THE STATUE: GRAHAM
GREENE'S POLITICS OF ENGAGEMENT
Brian Kennedy

Talking about his suspicions that the Sandinistas
were keeping a watch on him while he visited Panama in
the late 1970s, Graham Greene confesses in a book edited
by Henry Donaghy called Conversations with Graham Greene,
that "it was as though I were being nudged toward a frontier which I had no wish to cross on behalf of a cause
which I was too ignorant to espouse" ( 113). Those familiar
with Greene know that his way was to plead innocence,
always suggesting that knowledge and power-about religion, about politics-be deferred onto some larger entity,
some stronger, though unnamed, person or institution.
Hence his claim, spoken while in the very center of
Panamanian public life, supports the notion advanced in
the book that he travelled to Panama only to explore, and
that on the whim which seized him when Torrijos mysteriously took an interest in him. He tries to push to the margins any political goal his series of journeys might have
had.
All the while, strong hints remain that Greene knew
his function was to be more than celebrity vacationer.
Surely he saw the value to Torrijos of befriending a writer
considered by the Western press as something of a radical?
Yet if so, he refuses to admit it. As such, the declaration
cited above serves as a fitting analogue not only for his
place in Panamanian politics but also for the sort of political involvement which characterized the period of his life
after his last "entertainment," Our Man in Havana (1958).
Many fans know that Greene located in Antibes in
the mid-1960s, and lived there for the remainder of his
life. For some, this may suggest the reclusive writer retiring
to the solitude of his famously spartan apartment to mull
over the meaning of the universe,a real-life version of one

Brian Kennedy teaches contemporary British literature and literary theory as an associate professor of English at Cedarville
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of his characters. Not so. Visits which took him away from
his adopted home on the French Riviera dot this portion
of his life (not unlike the prior thirty-five years, when he
ventured to places like Mexico, Africa, and Southeast
Asia). Greene delighted in trading the comforts that fame
afforded for decrepit, if not oftentimes perilous, surroundings. Was it because of their danger? To stave off boredom,
which he claimed was what drove him to write in the first
place? Neither explanation suffices.
Yet more mysterious was his curious way of recording
these journeys as fiction. It is true that he no longer
returned from far-flung locales to paint protagonists
caught up with their own salvation, as he had during the
1930s and 40s with the Whiskey Priest of The Power and the
Glory (1940) and Scobie of The Heart of the Matter (1948).
Yet rather than dwelling upon the potential political meanings of their surroundings, the characters in Greene's later
novels often profess little interest in politics, preferring
instead a preoccupation with the business of living. Hence,
Greene's relationship to contemporary goings-on might
best be described using his words from an interview: "I am
more a political writer than a Catholic writer" but with "a
desire for justice: a preference for the underdog."
In this post-England period, which extended to his
death in 1991, Greene pictures the motivations for and
costs and contours of involvement in a variety of settings.
The goal is to urge attention to the political exigencies of
action where one is. The impulse to look toward some
grand "other", that is, an authority such as Marxist or
Catholic dogma, for guidance, loses out in favor of an
about-face in the direction of the here and now. If in the
course of this one stirs up the political pot, fine, though as
he paints his characters, Greene rarely if ever portrays a
person who comes to grips with his or her political agency.
His fascination with those as likely to lose as win led
him all over Central and South America during the last
twenty years of his life. The resulting fiction extended and
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refined his earlier commitment to religious debate, but
added ,to it a concern with how one might engage the
problems presented when politics are enacted in local contexts. Monsignor Quixote (1982) serves as a model of how
Greene defines engagement. The Comedians (1966), The
Honorary Consul (1973), and Getting to Know the General: The
Story of an Involvement (1984) illustrate Greene's willingness
to seize the role of political player. Negatively, this nudged
him toward what many see as a disappointing departure
from orthodoxy, because his effort at being engaged in
politics meant being critical of the Church for its moral
oversights in the very places where it could affect action.
His position, however, was always rooted, if not in orthodoxy, at least in consummate concern for matters Catholic
and for places most influenced by Catholic religion and
social policy. So while Greene's later engagements may be
harshly critical of the Church, they remain rooted in his
earlier commitments nonetheless.
Monsignor Quixote was greeted by many as a synthesis
of Greene's struggle to reconcile Catholicism and politics.
The lively debate between a recently defeated Communist
mayor called Sancho and a priest about to assume the
duties of a Monsignor appealed to Greene's fans. Since it
came at a time when many thought Greene was finished
writing, the novel was read as his attempt to finally give the
nod to Catholicism.
If readers hope for a neat synthesis, however,
Monsignor Quixote surely disappoints. The novel is not
structured as a formal debate, but revolves around a series
of offhanded discussions between the two men. The "texts"
of Marxism, represented by Sancho's evocations of The
Communist Manifesto, and Catholicism, present in the various moral theologians quoted by Quixote, do battle with
one another as the two wend their way through the
Spanish countryside. Stopping now and again to get drunk
over a meal or put up for the night, each defends the validity of his position in verbal sparring matches. A humorous
incident which finds Sancho and Quixote staying
overnight in a brothel, unbeknownst to the priest until
they are comfortably arranged in their rooms, might provide illustration of these debates, and also reveal the sort of
commitments which Greene espouses in his late fiction.
Monsignor Quixote's inflating of a "balloon" until it
bursts leads him to renew the pair's standing debate over
theological ethics, when he finds out that what he blew up
was actually a condom. What becomes apparent as they
converse is that the priest, while understanding the discriminations about sexual sins made in moral theology
texts, cares little for generalized rules. To him, love and
freedom matter more than knowing in minute detail the
various types of onanism and what sorts of penalty each
deserves. To Quixote, faith is not a matter of intellectual
debate, divorced from particular situations, but rather consists of principle put into action. This mirrors Greene's version of political commitment, which stresses action in local
contexts.
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Quixote further illustrates this notion of agency in
the novel's crucial scene, when he steps away from his
usual passivity to confront a group of frenzied people who
are, in his opinion, defacing a statue of the Madonna in a
mad rush to adorn it with money. The endorsement of
local priests does nothing to quell Quixote's anger, and his
attempt to interfere exposes his depth of commitment to
Catholicism, but also reveals that for faith to mean anything, it must be tried under real circumstances.
Statements of belief like those Quixote makes to Sancho as
they travel look like trite sayings next to what happens
when he sees the Virgin being disgraced. His actions
define a real politics of engagement.
Approaching a processional on foot, Quixote sees
people pinning money to the statue; he immediately steps
forward to confront the priest in charge. His statement
rings oddly out of character for one who has shown himself capable of great flexibility in interpreting the texts of
both Marxism and Catholic dogma: "'This is blasphemy,"'
he states with conviction ( 197). He then demands that the
processional be stopped, but he has to physically disrupt it
to affect his goal. Despite suffering a cut over the eye, he
sends the Mary statue toppling before he is pulled away
from the fracas and pushed into the car by Sancho so that
they may escape.
Clearly this scene marks Quixote's greatest moment
of commitment, and signals Greene's understanding that
belief has significance only when applied to real life,
rather than existing simply as lifeless ideological language.
Quixote indicates the nature of Greene's later commitments, which depend less on identifying dogmatic positions, if even to challenge them, than on acting with
conviction in the real world.
If Monsignor Quixote defines and illustrates Greene's
model of politics, The Comedians, published just before
Greene-dare one say?-settled down in Antibes in 1966,
marks the beginning of this period of involvement. Greene
himself said that he aimed at politics with this story, which
came about as a result of his having read an article about
Papa Doc's Haiti, which struck him as a far different place
than the Haiti he had visited twice during the 1950s
(Escape 237-38). He found during a visit in 1963 that "Haiti
really was the bad dream of the newspaper headlines"
(241). Naturally, a novel followed.
Retaliation for the portrayal of Haiti found in the
novel spewed from Duvalier, who went so far as to write a
book denouncing Greene as a liar, ignoramus, and stool
pigeon, among other invectives. With characteristic
aplomb, Greene boasted about his putting Duvalier into
the publishing business, the resulting book painting Haiti
as a paradise and Greene as a racist for not recognizing the
progress taking place there. Yet if Duvalier remained convinced that Greene's text was a political manifesto, the protagonist, Brown, repeatedly and vehemently advances the
claim that he has no involvement in Haiti's troubles. Even
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when he does get involved politically by helping a band of
rebels, his motivations are muddied to the point that
beyond jealousy over his mistress Martha, his actions,
courageous as they seem, do not give away any ideological
commitment. Yet one cannot ignore Duvalier's reaction to
the novel, which indicates that Greene had touched a
political hot button. How?
In fact, Duvalier's anger came because he was not
reading Greene the way that most of us would. Familiar
with Greene's protagonists, we might well spend all our
time focused on Brown, waiting for him to reveal the anxiety of conscience which surely drives him as it has all the
other Greene heroes we know. However, if we take his vow
to be apolitical seriously, we may be able to pay attention
to the loads of detail in the surrounding text which mount
stinging accusations about how bad life in Haiti had
become. The story, after all, is not about Brown. Thus,
Duvalier and Greene would tell us to forget Brown; the
story is about Haiti in the 1960s.
In fact, the invitation to look past this novel about
Haiti to Haiti itself is made, though characteristically
obliquely, by Brown. His statement about a political
satirist, "Perhaps he depended on the police not to read
between the lines" (133, my emphasis), invites Greene's
readers to do just that. The result is a chilling picture of
life under dictatorial rule. We can only fail to note the
gravity of the conditions he portrays if we refuse to give up
trying to make a narrative out of his (absent) psychological-spiritual crisis.
If we look past Brown's avowals of neutrality, details
noted only in passing become magnifYing glasses of the
conditions on the Island. The finance minister turns up
dead of suicide in Brown's hotel pool, electricity shortages
force limited use of lights, and the planned development
of "Duvalierville," only partially finished, now looks like a
slum. No one escapes the terror of Papa Doc's rule. The
fact that no authorial voice interjects to interpret the politics of the time, that no one assigns blame for the horrid
conditions, may fool us into overlooking Greene's critique.
For a change, Greene leaves us to indict Duvalier for his
wrongs. We may succeed only when we rethink our
method of reading.
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Greene's perspective in The Comedians represents the
will to free people from oppression, an impulse sufficiently
Christian to point back to the 1930s and 1940s, but also
characteristic of his later work in its focus on contemporary problems. The Honorary Consu~ set in Argentina, picks
up this thread. This time, a dream suggested a theme: the
kidnapping of an ambassador. It remained to Greene to
find the setting and fill in the details, which he did following a trip to Argentina (Escape 261-64).
The novel offers a protagonist much like Brown, and
many Greene heroes, middle-aged, sleeping with a
younger woman who is married to someone else, and frustrated that he has not been able to make much of a go
with life. In addition, Eduardo Plarr has the typical Greene
background; as a failed Catholic he still remembers and in
some ways respects the dictates of the Church, but he operates within his own moral code.
Yet Greene's goal here goes beyond painting the
mind of his protagonist. He wants also to expose the political reality of Argentina. The politics of the contemporary
world demand an aesthetic which mixes individual angst
with direct involvement. Hence, as The Honorary Consul
progresses, it becomes clear that Plarr's character cannot
bear the weight of conveying the truth about life in
Corrientes. A shift of focus must therefore be made, a
change which signals a break with Greene's habit of following one character to his moment of crisis.
In an earlier Greene novel, Plarr's private world of
(im)morality might have demanded the reader's complete
attention, as he worried himself to death as Scobie had
over his affair with a similarly child-like woman. Yet The
Honorary Consul turns from Greene's earlier focus on personal sin toward concern for political involvement, and in
doing so introduces Leon Rivas, ex-priest and now revolutionary.
Plarr comes to a point of desperation near the end of
the tale where he declares, "I have reached a premature
old age when I can no longer mock a man for his beliefs,
however absurd. I can only envy them" (251). This is
offered as a synthesis to a long discourse with Rivas about
the ways in which the Church failed to take into account
the needs of the people it was supposed to be serving in
Argentina. In so saying, Plarr hands the role of speaker
over to Rivas. The reader thus mentally turns aside from
the familiar Scobie/Whiskey Priest character to focus on a
new voice, which speaks from a specific and committed
viewpoint.
Rivas rails against "the temporary Church of these
terrible years, when the Archbishop sits down to dinner
with the General" (252) revealing a commitment to the
problems of a particular group of people. Rivas thinks in
local terms, though with a strong sense of what he fights
against-the corruption of the Church, which makes its
demands without considering their context. He says of the
vestments he was required to wear for Mass, "How I hated
wearing them when the people in front of me were all in
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rags. I was glad to turn my back on them and .. . see only
the altar and the candles-but the money for the candles
would have fed half the people there" (258). He cannot
lose himself in spiritual abstractions, though that is precisely what the Church urges when it asks starving peasants
to comfort themselves by thinking of their spiritual blessings.
Rivas cannot escape his belief in God; yet his deity
certainly does not correspond with the one of dogma. He
says, "The God I believe in must be responsible for all the
evil as well as for all the saints. He has to be a God made in
our image with a night side as well as a day side" (261). He
holds onto the idea of his own spirituality, yet he wants no
part of identification with the Church proper. Instead, he
claims that his version of faith is better, because it fuses
spiritual and material concerns.
In this respect, he resembles an updated Whiskey
Priest, but the two men differ fundamentally. Rivas molds
his spirituality by fusing local politics with the struggle with
dogma. It seems that, were it not for his political concern,
religion as he knows it would not be problematic for him;
however, he cannot separate the two. Booze, money, or
lust don't trouble him (though he is married). Grinding
poverty which is not responded to by those who could help
does. He exemplifies the kind of spiritual-political commitment which flavors Greene's late fiction, and allows The
Honorary Consul to resonate with the struggles of the South
American poor that bothered Greene so much.
One might expect that as Greene neared his 80s, the
apartment in France would become an ever-safer haven. In
fact, Greene stepped back onto the world political stage by
fostering a relationship with Omar Torrijos Herrera, or
better, General Torrijos of Panama, a friend whom Greene
claims he grew to love, during the 1970s.
The tale is told in Getting to Know the General, a text in
which Greene refuses to displace his commitments onto
his characters, and instead steps forward to show his
mature political self. He gives away his position when he
says "I have never hesitated to be 'used' in a cause I believe
in, even if my choice might be only for a lesser evil" (221).
This in context of his attempt to correct people who view
him as a pawn for Torrijos. He had acted in Torrijos's
behalf, most prominently by attending the Panama Canal
treaty signing in Washington in 1976.
He records his several journeys to Panama in a first
person account in the vein of the early travel diary Journey
Without Maps (1936), which recounted the events of his
trip to Liberia with his cousin Barbara. Yet while this later
text borrows on an established genre for Greene, it does
not revert to his earlier tendency to solipsism. That is, his
own impressions about the country and his struggles in
adapting to its primitive means of accommodation (he can
rarely find anything to eat or drink which meets his standards) merely function as background for a portrait of
how politics works, or how it often dissolves into a parody
of itself.
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He portrays the treaty signing itself as a joke on
meaningful political engagement, for example poking fun
at the presence of the "stars" there only to be seen doing
something important. General Pinochet of Chile becomes
the embodiment of the absurdity of the ceremony. His
being in Washington prompts public demonstrations, but
he remains unfazed. His eyes suggest a certain good
humor as they try to trick people into discounting the stories of murder and torture flowing from South America,
Greene says. His ability to manipulate flashes forth in his
congratulatory embrace ofTorrijos, his sworn enemy, after
the signing. Far from fooling Greene, this act points up
the difference in the ways these two men administer their
power, and gives Greene an opening to reemphasize his
definition of political commitment.
As opposed to the terror in Chile, Torrijos models a
style of political leadership which unifies personal concern
with a sense of national direction. As Greene says, "Omar
Torrijos [was] a patriot and an idealist who had no formal
ideology, except a general preference for Left over Right
and a scorn for bureaucrats" (139). He knew, in other
words, that in order to accomplish political ends one must
listen to the will of the people and do right by them first.
Hence his informal town meetings, which consisted of him
standing in the town square taking questions and complaints from local citizens.
Combined with this aptitude for direct involvement
was a passion to forge an agreement on the Canal which
would benefit his country as a whole. He signed the treaty
because of his conviction that to do so would save the lives
of forty thousand young Panamanians. In addition, it
would provide money with which to feed school children
and Panama's poor.
In reporting these details, Greene gives us a glimpse
of what fascinated him about Torrijos and kept him
returning to Panama despite advanced age and difficulties
of health. And his admiration of the General mirrors the
definition of politics which he sketches in his late novels:
active commitment in specific locales. His own travels to
Panama, no matter how much he mocks their importance,
show him an active participant in the affairs of his day,
even though some might have retired from engagement
long before.
Taken as a group, then, these four texts repeat yet
expand upon Greene's earlier concerns while keeping a
wary eye on the world of the here and now. No longer do
characters wander around in Greeneland, which never,
according to their creator, existed anyway. Now, they
remain solidly and identifiably in the muck of the world as
it exists in the late twentieth century. Now that Greene is
gone, this may bode well for his ability to survive the culture wars. He may last, finally, not because he tells us who
ends up going to heaven, but because he exposes life on
earth for what it really is. 0
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The Rush to
Toughness
Daniel Sack

Five years ago in these pages,
Bruce Berner reflected on thenPresident Bush's inaugural yearning
for a "kinder, gentler nation." ("The
Nation," February 1990) In Berner's
eyes, American culture at the beginning of the 1990s was becoming meaner. He quoted Alexis de Tocqueville,
who suggested that a society can best
be judged by how it treats its criminals.
From his perspective as a legal scholar,
Berner detailed how the "war on
crime" had become an unrealistic crusade to punish criminals rather than
to rehabilitate them. The ultimate
example of this obsession with retribution, he felt, was the rush to carry ou
the death penalty. Berner concluded
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that President Bush's wish for a
kinder, gentler nation might be granted. 'We may become kinder and gentler because that is about the only
direction left open. We have, I argue,
hit near-bottom in mindless, punitive
reaction to crime."
Like many columnists who dare
to predict the future, Berner was
wrong. As the 1994 elections have
shown, the United States has gone
much deeper than the near-bottom he
saw in 1990. American culture has
become even meaner and more punitive.
Look at the rhetoric about crime
in the most recent campaign. Despite
falling crime statistics, Americans told
pollsters that they feel more endangered than ever, and candidates
catered to this fear. Tjtey posed in
front of courthouses and jails, promising to put more criminals behind bars.
Some even one-upped the President's
"three strikes" policy with "two strikes
and you're out." There was little
patience with accused criminals who
offer some form of excuse for their
crime. Most importantly, candidates
promised more capital punishment.
Many winners, like New York's new
governor George Pataki, made support for the death penalty a central
feature of their social policy.
Confirming Berner's fears, the
death penalty is now a constant part of
our national life . Across the country
executions are now a regular event.
The killer of an abortion clinic doctor
in Florida recently received the death
penalty-presenting us with the mindboggling image of killing someone
who killed someone to keep him from
killing unborn people. Perhaps out of
a sense of betrayal, South Carolinians
who once stood in sympathy and solidarity with the mother of two kidnapped children cried for her death

when they found she had killed them
herself. Ironically, in this era of blood
vengeance, the only accused killer the
public does not want to get the chair is
an Mrican-American man-who happens to be a good-looking and popular former football star.
But the American desire for
tougher politics goes beyond the
crime issue, as Republicans and
Democrats alike fall over each other to
come across as tough. The coming
debate over welfare reform, for
instance, will be a competition over
who can come up with a formula to
remove the most people from the welfare rolls. The spectacular success of
California's Proposition 187, a ballot
measure that forbids undocumented
aliens from receiving public benefits,
has led politicians of both parties to
declare themselves tough on immigration. The new chair of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee wants to
get tough by cutting back on foreign
aid. In ways that Berner did not imagine even five years ago, American culture has become tougher. Political
pundits suggest that Democratic candidates lost in November because the
electorate perceived them as weak;
Americans want their leaders to be
tough. The last thing any politician
wants to be accused of is being a
"bleeding heart liberal."
Bleeding hearts are not welcome
outside of politics, either; the search
for toughness goes in other parts of
American culture. The crusade against
so-called "political correctness" and
the "culture of victimization" argues
that supposed "victims" are not tough
enough to make it in American society. Instead of challenging oppression,
this backlash tells them to be tougher,
to get over their oppression instead of
complaining about it. Similarly, parts
of the men's movement feel that femi23

nism has emasculated men, and that
men must reclaim their masculinity by
becoming tougher.
Toughness is also the watchword
in popular culture. Music styles such
as grunge and industrial thrive on
harsh and discordant sounds and
lyrics. Many rock and rap artists and
moviestars cultivate a criminal persona, daring others to mess with them.
Fashion, particularly among younger
Americans, features work boots, military clothing, and mechanistic
imagery. People show their toughness
by tattooing and piercing their bodies.
A television preacher tells his audience that "tough times don't last, but
tough people do."
But corporate America may be
the clearest mirror of American toughness. For years American business
dominated the world marketplace and
profited from that dominance. Those
profits allowed it to take care of the
needs of its employees while satisfying
its stockholders. But now many businesses feel they are fighting for their
very survival against competitors in the
global marketplace, many of whom are
free to pay their employees minimal
wages to work in dangerous conditions. In order to compete and satisfy
stockholders anxious for short-term
gain, many corporations feel they have
to get tough. For some companies
toughness means reduced wages,
decreased benefits, and harder work
from their employees, white and blue
collar alike. For others it means
exporting jobs to places with lower
wages and weaker regulations.
Whatever the strategy, corporate
America's search for toughness mirrors that in political rhetoric and popular culture. But how to explain a
phenomenon that involves harsh
downsizing on Wall Street, leather
jackets in Haight-Ashbury, and welfare
restrictions on Capitol Hill?
The key lies in a fairly common
perception: many Americans feel that
we are living in an age of reduced
resources and expectations. During
the Cold War era, the American economy grew spectacularly, increasing
personal incomes and raising expectations. This growth enabled the soci24

ety to expand entitlements to the poor
and elderly, and to acknowledge the
rights of previously oppressed citizens.
The picture has changed over
the past few decades. Because of global competition and energy shocks,
many parts of the economy have stagnated. The economic boom of the
1980s benefitted only certain parts of
American society. For many workers
family incomes have fallen or stalled.
More people are working more hours
and earning less. Many Americans are
less sure that life will improve for their
children. There is a growing income
disparity between our wealthiest and
our poorest citizens. These economic
changes have made many middleincome Americans fearful; politicians
have created the rhetoric of toughness
to cater to that fear.
Many argue that American society must become tougher to survive in
a changing world economy. A conservative sociologist states that in an
increasingly information-based economy it is not a good investment to educate the less intelligent. A libertarian
thinker favors the abolition of Social
Security because it hampers America's
competitive position in a global economic system.
But you have heard all this
before. Politicians, op-ed columnists,
academics, and other observers of the
American scene have traced this trend
toward toughness, with either pleasure
or horror. As Berner's article shows,
these issues are more deeply rooted
than just the most recent election.
But in the rush to create a
tougher society, few have asked its cost
to America's soul. As Berner acknowledged five years ago, it goes beyond
"the creeping disappearance of simple
courtesy." It gets to basic questions of
compassion, justice, and the role of
citizens in helping those less fortunate
than themselves-including children,
"welfare mothers," and, yes, illegal
immigrants. In our rush to toughness,
we may end abandoning those least
able to take care of themselves.
Critics of government welfare
programs have a ready answer-it is
up to churches and other organizations to take care of the poor. In the

rush to cut government expenditures,
politicians assume that someone will
fill the holes in the social safety net.
Yet the trend towards a more competitive society has damaged the sense of
community that undergirds non-governmental philanthropy. Advocates for
the homeless have noticed increased
"compassion fatigue," as people are
less and less willing to help the poor.
Companies struggling for their lives
are less likely to engage in corporate
charity. Most non-profit social service
agencies are struggling with increased
case loads and decreasing financial
support. Clearly we cannot expect private charity to shoulder the entire burden.
The rush to toughness, I believe,
is a spiritual problem,requiring a spiritual answer. It is rooted in a belief that
the most important social values are
economic-competition, growth,
taxes. Any impediment to economic
success and independence, this belief
argues, is wrong. But this drive towards
independence and competition tears
the thin fabric of community that
makes any society not just workable
but livable. It undermines the valuescompassion, equity, empathy-that
make a common life possible. While
competition and individualism are
central themes in the American experience, they are antithetical to many
value systems, including the Christian
tradition . Ironically, many American
politicians are enshrining competition
and individualism while at the same
time calling for more virtue and values
in American public life. But the religious right's crusade to proclaim
a"Christian America" clashes with the
secular right's search for a more competitive America.
At their best, most Americans
have a more compassionate value system than their leaders. Recent polls
have shown that, while Americans may
want a more efficient social welfare system, they do not want a crueler one.
They do not favor the draconian proposals offered by many politicians.
They do not want to throw women and
children off welfare, or put the homeless out on thestreet.
And it is not just in the pollsThe Cresset

Americans show their compassion by
their behavior. Many people do volunteer for charities and give money to
social service agencies. On the grassroots level, where they can see the
needy face to face, Americans can
come up with infinitely creative ideas
for social change. And in those grassroots, hope can grow.
Halfway through the 1990s, we
live in an era dominated by rhetorical
calls for a lean and mean society. Only
by stripping away the entanglements
of compassion, voices tell us, can we
succeed in a competitive world. Only
by following our self-interest can we
survive. Many of the proposals we hear
from our elected officials echo these
voices, as they call for a tougher society.
It is up to the religious communities of America to challenge those
voices. American preachers, rabbis,
priests and congregations must speak
up louder for the values of compassion and community, values that call
us to care for our neighbor simply
because he or she is a neighbor.
Consumer capitalism seeks to create a
tougher and more competitive society.
America's religious traditions must
nurture more people, to bring us out
of our self-centeredness. Our toughness is a spiritual problem , and we
need spiritual answers. If we find
them, we may yet become a kinder,
gentler nation-even despite ourselves-and resist the rush to toughness. 0

A Mighty Fortress

Jennifer Voigt
In the April 1994 issue of The
Cresset, Janet Larson reviews Lee
Griffith's The Fall of the Prison: Biblical
Perspectives on Prison Abolition. The
review essay, which outlines Griffith's
book, provides a way to watch the
recent film The Shawshank Redemption.
Viewed as having as its basis liberation
theologies like the one developed in
Griffith's book, The Shawshank
Redemption reconsiders our understanding not simply of God, but of the
powers surrounding us that define
God in our lives. In beginning her
article, Larson quotes Martin Luther
from "Temporal Authority: To What
Extent It Should Be Obeyed." Luther
writes, "If you see there is a lack of
hangmen , constables, judges, lords or
princes, and you find that you are
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qualified, you should offer your services ... that the essential governmental authority may not be despised and
become enfeebled or perish. The
world cannot and dare not dispense
with it." Luther also wrote "A Mighty
Fortress is our God," a hymn with lines
calling Christian faith a "weapon of the
spirit" and glorifying in its immovability. The hymn is used only once in The
Shawshank Redemption, but the one
whistled line, almost subtle enough to
be missed, demands reflection on the
spiritual repercussions of defining
one's faith and one's God as an
immovable, unshakable fortress. The
Shawshank Redemption and Anchoress, a
lesser known film but nevertheless one
which can be considered a companion
piece to Shawshank, give us on the
screen what Larson's reading of
Luther's words and The Fall of the Prison
indicate, that the vision of faith as a
fortress can also be used as "the
oppressor's rod" against the children
of God.
The Shawshank Redemption is actually a Christological argument about
Christ's descent into Hell, as 1 Peter
3:19 records, to preach to the damned
"in prison." Narrated by Red (Morgan
Freeman) , a convict imprisoned for
life at the Shawshank Correctional
Facility for Men, the film follows the
prison career of Tim Robbins' character, also imprisoned for life for the
murder of his wife. Like the other
prisoners, Robbins' character wound
up in Shawshank by pleading notguilty, and like them he maintains his
innocence. But his behavior sets him
apart from the other prisoners.
At first we don't believe he's
innocent, and are suspicious of his
actions, but then we begin to see them
as possible acts of penance. Having
been an educated man and a banker
on the outside, he eventually masters
the unofficial and often illegal rules of
prison life and trades the guards financial advice for special favors for his fellow prisoners. Robbins' consulting
business, so to speak, grows into a
prison industry as he helps the prison
warden misappropriate funds for the
warden's own use in exchange for better living conditions and educational
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opportunities for the prisoners.
The film condemns the concept
of an institution built to keep goodness out and evil locked in. A prison
is, after all, a place we send people to
forget them, not to exact punishment
of force repentance. It is a warped
atmosphere, a place for human beings
to rot. The separation from the world
that in reality characterizes prison life
in The Shawshank Redemption makes
possible a second reality in which the
men considered society's menaces
develop deep friendships, form a community, and lice lives structured by
laws they themselves create, administer
and uphold.
The absence of good where it
should be and the absence of evil
where it is expected is crucial to the
film. Even from the outset, when the
forces of good and evil meet the
define the terms of their battle at the
Shawshank prison on the first night of
Robbins' incarceration, goodness and
evil locate themselves in unexpected
actions. The warden quotes scripture
like only Baal-Zebub can, and presides
over a corps of demons in the form of
human guards. The warden and his
legions are the cinematic equivalent of
gargoyles on Gothic cathedrals, their
presence acknowledging that evil can
invade heaven's realm. His corruption, downright cruelty, and utter lack
of respect for the men of his prison
contrast with Robbins" desires to instil
hope in the men, so intense in himself
that he at one point credits it with his
surviving two months of solitary confinement.
Shawshank's warden takes sadistic pleasure in his reign over the
prison's inmates. His orientation for
new prisoners includes Bibles and
strong admonition to read them. But
a quotation form the bible hides this
churchgoing man's wall safe which
contains the doctored account book
that hide his misappropriated money.
When he whistles "A Mighty Fortress"
we begin to understand that the film
indicts the very laws by which the warden justifies his cruel treatment of the
men under his stewardship. We begin
to understand how vulnerable to evil
institutions are, how seductive the
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power they hold over others is. The
walls of the prison are so unmovable,
so impenetrable, that they are a fertile
place for evil to take root. In the case
of the Shawshank prison, the Word is
used to hide evil, make it look legitimate, and oppress whole populations.
The corrupting influence of
power, of course, is something the
church has been wrestling with for the
entirety of its existence. Within three
hundred years of Christ's death it was
enjoying its privileged position as the
official state religion of the Roman
Empire.
There followed the
Inquisition and the European witch
hunts. Indeed, the concept of a God
who might want a Crusade in his name
haunts the Church to this day. Luther,
obviously a man who knew on which
side his bread was buttered politically,
embraced theologies of benefit less to
the meek than to the lords and princes
who rule over them.
Anchoress questions the motives
of the Church more directly than The
Shawshank Redemption does. The
movie's almost tactile imagery, its
black and white cinematography, and
its near soundlessness recall the coolness Bergman gave the middle ages in
The Seventh Seal and The Virgin Spring.
Though Anchoress-populated as it is
by lots of superstitious peasants and
priest that looks like a young Max von
Sydow-evokes the Swedish director's
work, Anchoress counters Bergman's
cold, hidden, and oppressive God with
a God full of possibilities but rendered
cold, hidden, and oppressive by the
human beings who have taken it upon
themselves to speak of him on earth.
Anchoress is the story of Christine,
the Anchoress of Shere, a young
medieval woman so devout she allows
herself to be enclosed in the wall of
her local church as a symbol of her
piety and her religious purity. She is
encouraged by a priest whose own
understanding of God and religion is
so archaic and narrow he might find a
home on one of the religious programs that now seem to dominate
cable television.
He entombs
Christine against the will of her mother, Pauline, a midwife and a pagan
who feels that a place in the wall is not

home for a woman barely out of girlhood. Of course, it isn't long before
the visions of the Virgin that warranted
Christine's imprisonment threaten the
authority of the Church. Christine
sees the Virgin robed in red, the
Church maintains her ensemble is
blue. Suddenly the film is less about
faith than a large institution's corruption of it. We begin to recognize what
Pauline's opposition indicates-that
there is danger present in a faith so
immobile it must imprison its most
faithful and clearheaded lest they
make trouble by coming to discoveries
about the mysteries of God before the
Church can.
With the center of action in the
film revolving around Christine's living tomb, the film becomes an exploration of the issues of women's place
and voice in the Church. Christine is
entombed, we come to understand
over the course of the film, not
because her faith requires it, but
because the priest wishes to use her to
establish power in his parish, (the
majority of who hold religious views as
narrow and superstitious as the priest's
itself) and win favor with Rome, which
he can only do by exercising power
over the local living saint. Christine
might literally be attached to a place,
but as she realizes her position relative
tot he priest, she grows discontented
with her situation. She realizes that a
wall is not place for her faith to grow.
Anchoress is unabashed about its
feminist stance. Like the women
members of a church body that refuses
them the full participation in their
faith through ordination, presiding
over the Eucharist, or even preaching
in certain large chapels on Sunday
mornings, Christine is a deeply religious person at a loss for a place to call
a home to worship. She has found
truth that shakes foundations, but the
Church, whose power lies in its members unshakable faith in those same
foundations, fears and wishes to quell
them.
For women, the film says, such
mandated silence is death. When
Pauline drowns in a well while hiding
from the Christian mob that seeks to
kill her in the name of God, the film
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inverts the ritual of baptism. Instead
of conferring life and re-birth, the
waters suffocate. In the end, slain by
baptismal waters, Pauline's blood is on
the hands of the Church.
The films state clearly that th~
understanding of God as a fortress can
only be used as a weapon against the
faithful. Fortresses, they say limit the
growth and enjoyment of faith. In a
fortress, faith becomes not a journey,
but a punishment. Such inflexibility
reflects poorly on the Church in the
eyes of non-Christians, as Pauline's
presence in Anchoress suggests. The
Church should pay attention to this.
Adherence to fortress-like faith makes
the Church look its ugliest-oppres-

sive, repressive, divisive, and irrational.
One could become very
depressed about the future of faith by
the end of both films if they didn't also
illustrate faith's resiliency. Though
both films question the viability of the
foundations of our faith in fortresses,
they nevertheless suggest a hope for
the Church, that it can rid itself of corrupting powers that encourage superstition and ignorance, stunt growth,
and limit participation. They also suggest that these changes will come only
at the price of radically re-thinking our
understanding of God as fortress and
weapon. At the end of The Shawshank
Redemption, we find Tim Robbins on a
beach in Mexico, building the boat he

dreamed about throughout his sentence. We saw that he is not only the
Christ figure we came to see him as
over the course of the film, a fisher of
men, but he is also the incarnation of
St. Jude, patron saint of lost causes,
whose symbol is the boat. To men and
women who love the Church and need
it as their home, the image restores
hope that not only can sinners be
redeemed, but so can the Church,
their Ark.
The prisoner and the Anchoress
are both liberators of fortresses in this
sense. They see an overabundance of
hangmen, lords, and princes, and they
find ways of correcting the balance. Cl

5-Year Relationship
From the railroad trestle, the brothers
stare down at the dead turtle inverted
in the stream. One brother counts bullets,
where and how they entered the crust,
a randomness he can't explain. The other
laughs-how stupid it looks in death,
the head stuck in twigs and curved
over, the legs exposed searching
for the ground. Their Papa said
box turtles can live for a hundred years,
that you could find turtles with bullet holes
from the Civil War.
This fascinates them.
They search for wounds
among the obvious ones. They want to stick
their fingers in the oldest scars,
to pull that first bullet back
through its hole. Not for a trophyto measure its absence. They think
the bullet is the anchor.
They think the turtle could right itself
without that weight inside.

Chris Rueter
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Letter
from Washington
Brent Ewig

A few months ago, I attended a
rece ption at the Washington, D.C.
Headquarters of the AFL-CIO. I have
never been to an Irish funeral wake,
but I imagine there were some similarities. This particular gathering was
attended by representatives of what is
known as The Health Care Reform
Project-a broad-based coalition of
consumers, businesses, labor, doctors,
nurses, hospitals, children's advocates
and older Americans. We were all
united in our support of comprehensive health care reform and had
intensely collaborated to support its
enactment. At the time of this gathering, however, health care reform had
already played out its slow, painful
death in Congress, so on this particu-
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Jar evening, we were gathered to
mourn.
As we were commiserating over
wine and hors d'oeuvres, Senator Jay
Rockefeller arrived to deliver the
"nothing good comes easy" eulogy.
Playing on the irony of being a wealthy
descendent of an industrialist family
appearing at the AFL headquarters to
talk about health care , he began his
remarks saying something like, "As you
all know, my grandfather was a great
friend of the American labor movement .. . " Knowing of the fabulous
wealth of the Rockefellers, I learned
that night of the strange bedfellows
politics can make.
When I became a student at
Valparaiso University, I probably
didn't know who Senator Rockefeller
was, much less did I ever anticipate
attending political functions in
Washington, D.C. I was not even particularly interested in politics, yet
today, a year after graduating from
Valparaiso, I find myself living and
working on Capitol Hill. As much as it
may pain my mother, I have somehow
become a young Washingtonian.
Now Washington, it shouldn't
surprise anyone, is a peculiar town.
One of its most striking characteristics
is that, like myself, few people are actually from here - or, at least under the
present circumstances, are willing to
admit it. This town seems to be filled
with transients who work here for a
while then either move out to the suburbs or back to the "real world."
And just as the faces here
change, so apparently do perceptions.
Where some might have once viewed
Washington as a shining city on a hilla beacon of hope and freedom around
the world - now, far too many people

see Washington as a putrid swamp, riddled with greed, corruption and lies.
Accordingly, what many people have
asked is why a Midwestern boy like
myself, raised in Wisconsin and educated at Valparaiso, would come to a city
with such an unfashionable reputation.
The story of my journey to D.C.
goes back to my early childhood when
I discovered a book at my grandparent's home about John F. Kennedy.
Although the book's subject was ultimately tragic, I became fascinated with
the Kennedy legacy. It seemed to
describe a time when people believed
more in the potential of America and
actually trusted the government to
solve some problems. The book captured the sense of loss that the nation
felt when Kennedy was killed - the
shattered hope that he so vigorously
and eloquently inspired in our country. It also portrayed Washington as a
place where problems were solved and
where people's needs were considered
and represented. As I grew up , I
quickly realized that this was not always
the case and that hope and excitement
that John Kennedy was able to conjure
up in the American people, even if
romanticized, has never been fully
regained.
Nevertheless, the values I was
taught at home and in church-values
reinforce at Valpo-led me to believe I
was pegged for some sort of public service. So, in 1992, during my Junior
year at Valparaiso University, I sought
out an internship in Washington
designed to help me in my career
choice. I somehow had become wildly
mistaken that I could serve the public
good by becoming a lawyer, and my
internship, accordingly, consisted of
working for eight months as a sort of
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legal assistant's assistant at a large D.C.
law firm.
Enter my first lesson in disillusionment. While I would love to
indulge in some lawyer-bashing, suffice
it to say that my intentions of pursuing
a career in law were thoroughly
squashed when I was exposed to the
concept of "checkbook justice. " In a
gross oversimplification and generalization, this means that too often whoever has the biggest checkbook gets
the mostjustice.
I was, however, instantly enamored by the city of Washington, and in
my excitement ran from monument to
memorial to museum like a school boy
on a one day field trip. The more I
explored Washington, the more I realized that this city really has all the best
and the worst elements of America.
While almost everyone is familiar with
Washington "proper," showcased by
the Mall, lined with the Smithsonian
Museums and punctuated with the
Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln
Memorials, few people visit the neighborhoods where guns, drugs and joblessness plague the residents with
violence and hopelessness. What one
finds in Washington is extremes wealth and poverty, shining monuments and crumbling neighborhoods.
Enter more disillusionment.
As much as I understand this as
reality, I saw little working inside a law
firm that addressed the disparity and
injustice on the streets outside. To my
surprise, I instead become interested
in Washington's main industry, which
is, of course, politics. At that time the
1992 Presidential campaign was in full
swing, and after returning to Valpo for
another two semesters, I came back to
Washington as a White House Intern.
Working in the Old Executive
Office Building, I was assigned to the
correspondence office of First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton. Although
certainly not crafting Domestic Policy,
I quickly learned a lot about how the
Executive Branch operates and also
had an inside look at the Clinton
Administration's constantly evolving
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(and dare I say improving) style of governing. Working at the White House
is like having a ring-side seat to history,
and the entire experience was quite a
thrill that further strengthened my
commitment to public service.
After the White House internship, I finished my final semester at
Valparaiso, graduating in December of
1993. At that time I felt confident that
I had complimented a fine Valparaiso
education with some "real world"
experience. However, as it was for
Henry Adams , who felt he learned
more in four months after graduating
from Harvard than in the four years he
studied then, so it was for me.
With some luck and very gracious
help, I returned to Washington for the
third time, this time as an intern in the
office of VU alum and former professor, Congresswoman Jill Long. Jill
Long, to me, came to represent much
of what Valparaiso University strives
for - highly intelligent, compassionate,
and capable graduates who use those
talents and gifts to serve God by serving their community.
In Jill Long I also found one of
the most principled, respected, and
hardest working members of Congress
and I was greatly honored to work for
her, even if only as an intern. In the
few months I worked in her office, I
saw first-hand how well she represented the interests of her constituents
while remaining true to her core values. I also saw how incredibly difficult
this is, because in politics, as in almost
everything else, you cannot please all
the people all the time.
Following the internship, I landed my current job where I assist the
Government Relations executive of an
association of faith-based, non-profit
health and human service providers
known as The Protestant Health
Alliance. Basically what we do is track
significant public policy issues and
encourage legislation that benefits our
members and the common good. I
have been extremely fortunate to be
able to work with highly principled
people who work with a sense of mis-

sion. Many of our associates, whether
in the delivery of health care, or the
development of related public policy,
are of the orientation that health care
is more of a service than a commodity.
This guidance most definitely follows
from eh example of one who healed
and loved even the least among us.
Thankfully, it has been this experience
that has erased some of the disillusionment Washington inevitable imparts.
And that is a good thing, because
now more than ever, the!e is a heightening battle in the public policy arena
between a Social Darwinism and a
Social Gospel. When health care
reform failed to pass in the last
Congress the problems of millions of
Americans did not go away - and they
will not go away until the public
decides that every person in the rich
nation deserves descent health care
because, although there is much we
must do to take care of ourselves, our
lives are given ultimately by the grace
of God.
But the battle in Washington and
around the country goes much further
than any single issue: it goes to the
heart of what we want to be as a civilized society. And the greatest enemy
to our progress is not the tough problems we face, but rather the rampant
cynicism that has engulfed the political
system in which we try to solve them.
The myth that government cannot do
anything right is becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy in which proposed solutions are automatically dismissed if
they in any way require government
intervention. Furthermore, the "in
your face, cooperate or get run over"
rhetoric that comes out of Washington
is met only by a public that believes little of what is said here anyway.
Admittedly, there is plenty to be
cynical about in Washington. Debate
here can be complex, confusing and
even mean-spirited. I personally get
frustrated when people continuously
talk about change instead of progress.
We are constantly plagued by scandal,
and the media covers the action her
like a horse race. But while being cyni-
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cal is easy, it doesn't improve anyone's
situation.
A lesson I am painfully learning
is that progress comes slowly and disappointments are inevitable. I sometimes have to remind myself that as
bad as our problems here seem, we
still live in the best country in the
world and should be proud of that. In
a world torn by war and poverty, the
great majority of Americans live
together in relative comfort and peace.
I have a couple other reminders
that keep me going when inevitable
disappointments occur. Looking over
the banks of the Potomac on to a
peaceful, rolling hill in Arlington,
Virginia I can sometimes see a small
flame marking the gravesite of John
Kennedy. That flame, although it
sometimes flickers and fades , burns
eternally reminding us all that we can
hope for a better world. And that
hope, if illuminated by the greater
light of Valparaiso University's
motto- in thy light we see light- will
most certainly prevail. 0
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Something about the blank,
white quiet of winter is particularly
hospitable to reading poetry. Staying
indoors, lulled by the heat and hum of
the radiator, windows fogged with
snow, muscles restless, one can
become overly conscious of what Amy
Clampitt calls "the unhurried, implacably already/ there, that's to be escaped
from." A good book of poetry can
sometimes provide that escape.
The poems in A Silence Opens,
Amy Clampitt's fifth collection, are
preoccupied with openings. She discovers them in spiritual visions, in the
ellipses of history, and in the silent
reaches of language that poets aspire
to.
Clampitt died just last year. Her
career was an unusual one. Her first
collection didn't appear until 1983,
when she was in her sixties; and in just
one decade of publishing, she came to
be considered a preeminent poet. Her
late success makes it seem appropriate
that her poems have the effect of slow
accumulation , as if she's sorting
through an attic of texts and memories
and pictures, lifting ideas out of the
clutter.
It's difficult to quote a Clampitt
poem in a brief review, because her
images most often garner light from
their juxtaposition to others, and it's
difficult to separate them. The poems
in this collection have a precarious
clarity and emotional force impossible
to capture in just a few lines .
Nonetheless, I will describe my
favorites. "Matoaka" speculates on the
silences surrounding this woman in
history (known to us as Pocahantes) ,
while also tracing the brute power of
names. In '"Eighty-nine," Clampitt

sees the lilt of archangels in a mass of
gulls over a landfill, in the deaths of
four young athletes, in the youth in
Tianemnen Square. "Brought From
Beyond" gathers together Marco
Polo's searches, "the magpie's eye for
glitter," and pagan artifacts to arrive at
the question: "where do/these things,
these/fabrications, come from-the
holy places,/ark and altarpiece, the
aureoles,/ the seraphim-and underneath it all/the howling?" What I like
most about these poems is that they
don't close up on themselves as they
finish, but rather, unfold some radiant
question.
A.R. Ammons' book-length
poem, Garbage, won the 1993 National
Book Award. In the tradition of Walt
Whitman, Ammons challenges our
concept of "the poetic". He extends
the metaphor of garbage as poetry in
every conceivable manner, with few
pauses or stops, mostly colons, as if the
poem were continually piling up on
itself (it seems worth noting that
Ammons reportedly composes on
adding machine tape) .
A prolific poet (he has written
over twenty books), Ammons is a professor at Cornell University, reaching
the age of retirement. These facts
creep into his poem, as he gently satirizes the bureaucracy of academe and
philosophizes about aging and decay.
Like William Carlos Williams, he
delights in using colloquial, even
slangy language in his approach to
sublime subjects: "Our language is
something to write home about;/but it
is not the world : grooming does
for / baboons most of what words do
for us." In tandem with its serious
moments and insight, this is a romping, funny poem. Ammons is wonderfully self-deprecating about his project:
near the beginning, he asks, "if this is
not the best poem of the/ century, can
it be about the worst poem of the/ century." Throughout, he considers the
merits of error, detritus, and trash:
''where but in the very asshole of comeThe Cresset

- down is/redemption: as where but
brought low, where/but in the grief of
failure, loss, error do we/discern the
savage affiictions that turn us around."
Ammons makes you see more than a
hundred startling ways of looking at
garbage.
John Ashberry's And the Stars Were
Shining is another book of poetry with
a good dose of humor. One critic has
called it "Chaplainesque"; Ashberry
often takes the persona of the little
man perplexed by life: "There was
never
any insistence
on
a
name,/though we all have one. Funny
isn't it?/Yours is Guy. I like "Guy,"
"Fanny" too,/and they grow up and
have problems same as us-/kind of
puts us out into the middle of the golf
course/ of the universe ... "
Ashberry, a critic and playwright
as well as a much acclaimed poet,
seems primarily interested in the
meanderings and grooves of the imagination itself. Creating surreal images
by putting words in surprising places,
he often gives his language the logic of
malapropisms and Freudian slips: "We
never live long enough in our lives/ to
know what today is like./Shards, smiling beaches, abando'n us somehow
even as we converse with them./ And
the leopard is transparent, like iced
tea."
Ashbery often plays with the
expectations of certain rhetorical
forms. 'Title Search" is a poem made
only of titles.
'The Favor of A Reply.
. ." flicks off the cadence of a formal
invitation. And "Free Nail Polish"
mixes the official cadence of business
talk with erotic musings. When I read
Ashberry, I have the feeling of being
submerged and somehow looking up
from the bottom, through language.
Thorn Gunn's Collected Poems displays the amazing range of form and
theme in his forty-year career. Gunn
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writes both elegant metrical verse and
free verse in jagged rhythms. Gunn
has not only continued to write prodigiously, but he's also continued to
grow and transform himself as a poet.
He often assumes the persona of a
character or myth, trying to get at the
emotional truth at the center of our
legends. There are poems about
Lazarus, Elvis Presley, St. Martin,
Keats, and many others.
Although he has lived in San
Francisco since 1954, Gunn was born
and raised in England. His poetry possesses an intriguing mix of Anglo formalism and American frankness.
Often, barely containable subjects like
sex and grief seem to push against the
grid of the lines. This tension is most
astonishing and skillful in Gunn's later
poems, many of which contemplate
the age of AIDS, some of them elegies
to those who have died. In these, he
doesn't shrink from the bleak detail of
the dying process: "Back from what he
could neither I Accept, as one
opposed,/Nor, as a life-long
breather,/Consentingly let go,/The
tube his mouth enclosed/In an astonished 0." Here, Gunn's poetry has the
urgency of witness.
Gary Fincke's third collection,
The Double Negatives of the Living keeps
turning in to the problem of loss and
the various ways we fend it off, or try to
make sense of it. The book is framed
by two poems about the death of the
poet's mother, and the long poem,
"The Panic Warnings," deals with the
scare of a serious illness. Consistently
unsentimental, these poems are
grounded in the details of everyday life
and common American landscape.
Fincke (a frequent contributor to
The Cresset) is an accomplished poet,
who teaches English at Susquehana
University in Pennsylvania. His poems
employ the plain language and images
the world familiar to him. Like
Raymond Carver, he gradually reveals
what is to be gained from paying close
attention to this "plainness."

My favorite poems in this collection deal with the hidden patterns that
sustain people. In "Reaching the
Deaf," an aged woman calls a man
eight times a day to scream at him.
"Opening the Locks," depicts the suggestion of a doctor who recommends
that the old and dying send him combination locks that will be opened
after they die by friends who want to
communicate with their spirits: "And
there/ Are times when all of us hear
combinations/ As we dress or dream,
when the numbers/Seem to be chanted along waves of light. ...Listen, listen, listen,/We tell ourselves, and
expect, suddenly,/To hear tumblers,
have something solved/in our lives."
Fincke shows how language's repeating patterns give us comfort in the face
of loss; in a sense, his poems are an
argument for poetry and the power of
its grammar:

And all of the language
Of the land that we leave
And return to, reopening
The emth and stammering
Like the past's twin-speech,
What we know lly repeating,
What runs on without us. 0

Notes on Poets-Christine Rueter is a graduate student
at Kansas State University, working to
complete a master's report, a 30 page
collection entitled "Preparations for
the Body," a study in the art of "collection" and our obsession withing collecting things or being ourselves
"collected."
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